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Capability to resolve conflicting situations
Capability to socialize and collaborate effectively
During the course the students are introduced to the importance of
interaction, its types, they learn about the importance of the
official and private interaction and their differences, what
requirements are made to the executive. Discussions about the
correlation between behaviour and interaction. The students get
knowledge about the personality types, they undergo training
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2. Conflictology
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2.6. Third side in conflict decision
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2.8. Ways of conflict solution
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A ten grade and cumulative grading system is applied. The
semester’s individual work tasks are evaluated by grades; the
final grade is given during the examination session through
multiplying particular grades by lever coefficient and summing
the results obtained.
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Principal concepts
Collaboration shall mean a joint creation process, in which two or more individuals act
jointly and complement each other creating a common understanding (Teresevičienė ir kt., 2003).
Socialize shall mean to have common interests, relations (Contemporary dictionary of the
Lithuanian language, 2004).
Interaction shall mean the principal form and means of the human activity, by which
internecine relations are developed and maintained in the society. The internecine interplay,
complicated, multifold human contacts developing from the need for a common activity (Dictionary
of psychology, 2003).
Interaction capability shall mean such skills as reasoned speech, listening, cognition of other
person, conflict resolution, negotiation (objective dispute), etc (Želvys, 1995).
Interaction culture shall mean a form of human interaction based on moral, its principles,
norms (Butkienė, 2003). Logics and control mechanism directing and forming attitude and
behaviour of employees (Šimanskienė, 2002).
Communication (Latin, communication – a report) shall mean interaction, exchange of
information, considerations, experience (Dictionary of international words, 2004). Exchange of
information applying a notation (Dictionary of psychology, 2003). A social interplay between
human beings by exchanging scientific, working and other experience (Jovaiša, 2007).
Conflict (Latin conflictus – confrontation) shall mean a confrontation between opposing
views, interests, motives of behaviour, strives (Dictionary of international words, 2004).
Organisational culture shall mean a culture developed in the organisation forming
appropriate values, views, norms and rules of intercourse and behaviour (Šimanskienė, 2002).
Interplay shall mean an internecine impact, incentive of the personality for self-improvement
(Jovaiša, 2002).
Social adaptation shall mean a consolidation of internecine and working relations, a
realization of values and norms of behaviour (Leonienė, 2001).
Grown-ups training institution shall mean a portion of the adult continuing education
perceived as consistent and inconsistent studies for re-qualification, improvement of qualification
and proficiency skills of the person (KU study statute, 2007).
Individual conflict shall mean a social phenomenon, where a collision of opposing interests,
attitudes, objectives or purposeful targets takes place between two or more individuals (Dictionary
of psychology, 2003).
1. Adult intercourse
Expected competence
Learn to collect theoretical and empiric material and analyze it;
Know principles, functions and elements of the effective interaction;
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Manage to properly communicate by various communication forms;
Know various interaction functions in the organisation, forms and the impact of the
interaction on the organisational culture.
1.1. Concept of interaction
Likewise worldwide, in Lithuania in the process of social transformations, not only the context
of the human activity, but also its values and properties undergo fast changes. Vicissitude creates
hardly definable social tensions in the field of demographic processes, ethno cultural, moral,
economic, legal, political, religious, organisational and interpersonal rapport. The most important
aspects of the interpersonal interaction are internecine understanding, exchange of information,
interplay and nexus. Human nexus and activity start up and develop through the speech, which is
the foundation of interaction (Jarvis, 2001). Conscious and purposive improvement of interaction
capabilities, up-growth of knowledge about changes in the concept and content of interaction and
headwaters of origin provide every person with a possibility to overcome problems and conflicts he
face with in the training social environment.
Training and development of interaction capabilities become very important in the mature
age. It is decided by a growing role of interaction in people’s life and their interdependence. Our
wellbeing more and more depends from other persons, services provided by them, information,
assistance, support, advices, collaboration in the process of education.
In the context of globalization and fast technological progress, members of the society of the
adult training institutions (managers, andragogs, students) have to adapt to the structural economic
changes and application of information technologies, apply new models of andragogical activity
providing security and flexibility. Owing to the growing demand to socialize in the training process,
new virtual communication means have emerged. So, interaction in the process of adult training
becomes more and more important, intensive, simple, but sometimes more complicated. Capability
to socialize to a large extent decides the success of the activity, better training results. A successful
interaction is an important part of full-rate training, a source of positive emotions.
The institution and the training situations make an impact and alter the person engaged in the
adult training, define the tendency and nature of his activity, interaction and behaviour. A capability
of students to learn through interaction and collaboration acquires more and more importance. Thus,
elaboration of the interaction capabilities is the function of the adult training institution, which
character is determined by cultural, social and other aspects.
Today a motivation to study and stay together picks up a particular importance, i.e. to
stimulate a democratic participation in the training activity, to raise skills to resolve conflicts. Such
attitude covers revelation of potential human possibilities, nurture of faculties to reason with others.
(Delors, Hamburg declaration, 1998). So the world will be a better place to live in, when people learn
to socialize, respect rights of each other, understand each other and apply their knowledge for the
improvement of the mankind through interaction.
Lithuanian and foreign psychologists R. Želvys (1995), J. Lapė, G. Navikas (2003), V.
Legkauskas (2008), J. Almonaitienė, R. Lekavičienė (2005), E. Lawton (2006) conducted researches
of interaction as a phenomenon in the internecine rapport of people and revealed the processes, forms,
information of the sender-recipient functions and the mental processes during intercourse. Authors A.
Suslavičius, G. Valickas (2006), L. Joyce, R. Wilimot, W. Walace (2007) examine the internecine
interaction and the process of interaction in the social environment of training. A. Jacikevičius
(1999), V. Jakavičius (1998), L. Jovaiša (2002) view interaction as an important training aspect in
the process of the personality materialisation. R.M. Andriekienė, B. Anužienė (2006), M.
Teresevičienė and others (2003), P. Jarvis (2001) analyse various interaction problems, penetrate
importance of its role in training. Different aspects having impact on the interaction culture were
explored by J. Almonaitienė (2003), A. Bėkšta, V. Lukošūnienė (2005), Ž. Bieliauskas (2003). A.
Seilius (1997), V. Targamadzė (2001), J. Kasiulis, V. Barvydienė (2001), B. Neverauskas, J.
Rastenis (2001), L. Šimanskienė (2002), V. Kučinskas (2003), B. Shneider (2004), R. Cava (2005)
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examined organisational culture and nexus in the organisation. They discuss conflict situations,
resolve interaction problems, offer different aspects for a successful work with adults.
Interaction is a very wide concept and many different definitions can be found in literature. In
other words, the variety of scientific and practical viewpoints shows the complexity and diversity of
interaction, because until present in the evolution of sciences there exists a disagreement about the
precise and comprehensive definition of the interaction functions and purpose. However,
Barkauskaitė (2001) notes that authors unanimously admit the importance of interaction in the
education process and even equate training and interaction.
Želvys (2007) states that interaction is a meaningful interplay between two or more persons.
Such interplay takes place while talking or speechless, consciously or unconsciously, staying with
other person or in a larger group of persons. Interaction can be defined as a multiple phenomenon.
Therefore, different kinds, composite parts and aspects of interaction can be distinguished.
On the basis of the analysis of the interaction concepts made by various authors, Sokolovienė
(1996) suggests the following definition of the latter: interaction is the process of affiliation and
maintenance of contacts between persons, manifested by the communication as the exchange with
the results of the mental activity (knowledge, ideas, decisions, images, experiences, feelings,
attitudes, etc.), by the interplay as the exchange of actions and by the internecine impact and by the
perception and cognition of each other.
According to Ukanienė (2003), interaction is our foundation. In its course, we acquire
commonsense, experience, exchange with the emotional stress, self-realise ourselves, pursue
individual and collective goals.
Jovaiša (2001) points out that the elementary precondition for a real interaction is empathizing,
conceiving, assisting. It is far from easy, in particular in the conflicting situations.
Interaction is an exceptional form of human rapport when people exchange experience,
information, faculties, skills. A skill to constructively socialize decides on the results of the joint
activity, socializing possibilities, enables to expeditiously resolve topping problems, creates
favourable provisions for the social-psychological climate.
Interaction is natural and goes back to the most ancient times. According to Survila (2006),
such nature can be traced back in the human self-expression, in the capability to pass information
(symbols) to other people: the things that we think about, feel, how we conceive ourselves and the
environment around us. The principle motivation is in the perception that we are interesting to each
other, because we are different.
The person communicating with another person, endeavouring to better understand the
companion (to recognize his/her hidden information symbols seeking to impart meaning to it) and
the topic of the discussion, opens up himself/herself, in some cases even at risk to be
misunderstood. However, only a sincere interaction, only a genuine honesty help to understand each
other and such interaction has a meaning.
It often cinches a success, however, quite frequently becomes an obstacle striving for
important goals in life. No doubt, it will continue stir up storms in us, motivate to guess how it
develops in the future, what attitude lays at the bottom for the recognition of being flawless
(Ukanienė, 2003).
Jovaiša (2001) states that only through interaction the values created by the mankind are
inherited, the expected joint results of the educator and the charge are achieved.
Because interaction is tightly related to training, Jovaiša (2001) suggests all nurture issues to
be discussed from the interaction standpoint.
Based on A. Maslow, Gage N. L., Berliner D.C. (1994), Suslavičiaus A. (2006), Želvys R.
(2007), Almonaitienė (2001), conclude that the interaction demand is attributable to the social
needs, which can be satisfied only with direct or indirect participation of people. So it would be true
to say that the demand for interaction is the expression of human social needs.
It can be unambiguously affirmed that interaction is a value. It is manifestly illustrated by A.
Maslow’s theory of needs, in which interaction plays a significant role. Želvys (2007) defines
interaction as a value in two aspects:
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Interaction is a universal value (it is inherent to all or almost all people);
It is a value, without which other principle human needs are hardly practicable, such
as the need to well assess and respect oneself, to achieve a complete personal selfesteem.
Although in A. Maslow’s pyramid of needs physiological and security needs are listed first,
however, exceptions can be found, because demands of different people are not the same.
Social needs often are lined in the opposition to the biological needs, such as nutrition or
reproduction. But such division is rather conditional. It is quite likely, that some social needs are
partially ordained by the nature.
A success of interaction with people around is much more important than it may seem at first
sight. A talent to socialize predetermines not only a more happy family life but also a faster career.
It is true to say that the quality of our life in the broadest sense depends on it (Almonaitienė, 2001).
Survila (2006) calls the communicating persons as an information addresser-speaker and an
information receiver-listener. The public interaction process, where information (symbols) is
communicated, can be expressed in the sequence of appropriate questions: Who? What? Why? How
express? Through which information channels? What are the expectations? What are the goals?
Želvys (2007) splits interaction into two portions, i.e. exchange of information, ideas, news,
the process of their communication and the results of the process, out of which the communicating
persons form a pertinent identity in the group. Both components can be analyzed in three contexts,
i.e. institution, group and person.
Interaction is a concurrent part of psychology as a science. Interaction is an element of the
psychology science and the subject of a large number of psychologists’ discussions. Adamonienė
(2002) gives a division of the concept of interaction into productive and non-productive made by
American psychologist E. From. The psychologist predicates that a positive interaction is
determined by the personal orientation towards values, conditioning if the individual improves,
becomes more independent, creative during interaction. The scientist remarks that a true interaction
can stimulate irregular rapport, when one individual dominates over another, makes his best to
tower above the rest and rule. It means that some individuals become dependent on others and putupon. Another form is a fear of freedom and an attempt to be dependent at any cost. The third form
is an autonomous conformism, where a person rejects his/her individuality, the features, which
make him/her distinguishable, and mingle in the crowd, thus, allegedly evading solitude and
individual responsibility.
The scientist supposes that a productive interaction is available to a mature personality, who
enjoys the following:

resolution, enabling to renounce all forms of possession;

security, self-confidence, based on the demand for the connection, interest and love
solidarity with the surrounding world;

meaning of life which is induced by the concern about other persons;

affection to everything alive; (Adamonienė, 2002)
From the psychological standpoint a human interaction includes three components:

communication – exchange of information;

social interaction – active interplay of an individual with other individuals, exchange
of actions, movements and mutual impact;

social perception – mutual cognition and perception, social recognition, cognition of
the personality of other human being (Almonaitienė, 2001).
H. Murray, like Maslow, relates the origin of interaction to demands. H. Murray indicates 4
demands conductive to interaction:
*
need for communication (communicate with others);
*
need for autonomy (to behave independently);
*
need for reaction (to fight setbacks, to overcome fears);
*
need for achievements (to overcome handicaps).
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1.2. Functions of interaction
Interaction helps the human being to satisfy many most important needs more successfully.
The principal ones are as follows:
 Exchange of information during interaction. We learn one from another which enterprise is
looking for a new employee, which team won the game, where is the best place for
shopping. So interaction helps us to get necessary knowledge or, in other words, to
deal with daily matters;
 Interaction provides us with a possibility to better understand and know ourselves.
Comparing ourselves with others, we conclude who we are, what are our skills,
values, temperament;
 During interaction we can share our thoughts and feelings, reveal our individuality to others,
make an impact to people around us
Interaction can be approached giving a priority to its various functions: communicative,
interactive, interactional and perceptive, humanizing and giving a sense to such process. Z. Moreno,
J. Nenevais, C. Osgood, T. Parsons consider interaction as an informative process, i.e. transmission
and receiving of information. S. Sibutani, L. Jovaiša, A. Jacikevičiaus, M. Barkauskaitė interpret
interaction as a two-way communication process, expressed by interaction and exchange of
information, interplay and internecine vicissitude, exchange of action, its coordination, rendering
assistance. At that time, H. Lijmets, J. Orn, P. Jucevičienė define interaction as a social perception,
i.e. an internecine perception of communicating people (Barkauskaitė, 2001).
Consequently, interaction always consists of informative-communicative, interactional,
perceptive components, amplifying the internecine rapport, their dependence seeking for a social
integrity, satisfying demands, interests, acquiring the cognition senses of value, security, selfconfidence, social and spiritual subsistence (Barkauskaitė, 2001).
Interaction with a stranger starts from considerations what is he/she supposed to be, what
deeds are likely to happen. Both parties attempt to produce a desirable effect by appearance, manner
of speech, behaviour. Such stage of interaction is called as the process of an internecine perception
(social perception). It helps for interaction to develop further, to strive for the desirable objectives.
Subsequently, the communication processes commence. That is to say, perception can defined as
cognition of the world through the senses of vision, hearing, smell, etc (Almonaitienė, 2001).
Communication is exchange of information applying a pertinent system of signs. For the
transfer of such information, verbal and non-verbal communion is applied. Another interaction
component, internecine interplay is equally important, when communicating persons make an
impact to each other (Almonaitienė, 2001).
SOCIAL
INTERACTION

SOCIAL
COMMUNICATION

SOCIAL PERCEPTION

Scheme 1. The scheme of the integral interaction model. (Šiaučiukėnienė; Sokolovienė, 1996)

Ukanienė (2003) defines interaction as a process, to which a responsive reaction is
typical and a feedback is created. However, it is not only the means of the information transfer, but
also a content of life. The interaction process involves its participants – the addresser and the
recipient are connected through the feedback (the responsive reaction). After the transmission of a
message by the addresser to the recipient the chain reaction caused by the message (information),
i.e. interaction begins.
Šiaučiukėnienė, Sokolovienė (1996) note that the abstracted aspects of interaction,
such as social communication, social interaction and social perception, cannot exist in isolation
from each other, because they are tightly correlated and such internecine relationship is depicted in
the scheme of the integral interaction model (scheme 1).
During interaction people not only exchange information, i.e. communicate, but also
influence each other. Interplay of socializing individuals or groups can be very different. However,
the absolute majority tends to identify interaction and interplay, taking it by an active interaction,
internecine impact of individuals or groups on each other, when the objective of the person’s
activity depends on the objectives of the activity of other individuals, endeavouring to harmonize,
correct, change actions, behaviour, thoughts and the like of the interaction partners. Social
interaction is realized by means of communication and expressed as a sequence of related verbal
outgivings and non-verbal signals. The important part in social interaction or so-called symbolic
interaction (in the symbol exchange process) is played by the glance, gestures, pitch of voice
(Markevičienė).
It is important to note that social interaction means that nexus between two or more
persons or groups are never single-sided, exceptionally physical or direct. Meanwhile,
communication can be one-sided or two-sided.
Meanwhile Baršauskienė, Janulevičiūtė (2007) state that the interaction process bears
three main functions:

communicative, which stresses the transfer of information, exchange of information,
experience and reception and perception of information;

regulatory, which emphasizes the impact to the surrounding people, attempting to
maintain or make influence to their behaviour, activity, attitude towards values. This
function stimulates the actions of a pertinent group of people, has an impact on their
activity, creation, initiative;

contact, which is attributable to the maintenance of traditional internecine nexus
between people, mutual understanding. Interaction helps to resolve the protuberant
problems, look for the ways to remove them, exchange viewpoints. Interaction enables
to get experience, learn news, therefore, contacts are enjoyable and beneficial.
1.3. Verbal and non-verbal interaction
As interaction is a wide concept, it can be subdivide in different ways. The
subdivision into verbal and non-verbal interaction can be found in literature most frequently.
Baršauskienė, Janulevičiūtė (2005) point out that the verbal interaction is an
internecine interplay with the use of signs between two or more persons.
From the mindset attitude, interaction can be divided into some patterns (variants):
intrapersonal, interpersonal, personal and objective, person and group. (Survila, 2006).
(Survila, 2006) notes that the verbal (oral) interaction acquires the meaning not only
as a pursuit for enjoyment, but also as a value supplementing socialisation between parties of
interaction.
Račkauskienė (1997) states that both interaction kinds (verbal and non-verbal
interaction) are important, tightly related and constantly supplementing each other. For an attentive
listener, a posture of another person, trembling hands, eyes, look, timbre of voice help to understand
and assess a lot. The author notes that at first look those may seem only minor details, however,
they contribute to better understand the state, mood of another person, assess his/her philosophy
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about a certain phenomenon. Particulars, trifling matters acquire a significant role in interaction,
they are important and meaningful for any person.
The goal of the verbal intercourse is a transmission of information and that of the nonverbal interaction is a conveyance of internecine rapport, emotions, feelings, reactions to the
external irritating agents. For instance, a scornful look may be more expressive than the words
uttered. And a broad smile on the face of the child or even clapping of hands reveal joy, selfcontent, positive effect created by the environment (music, etc.). So the non-verbal interaction helps
better to express the desired thoughts. A non-verbal speech is helpful in those cases, when words
fail to make impact.
Ukanienė (2003) backs up the opinion of other researches (Survila, 2006;
Račkauskienė, 1997; Baršauskienė and others, 2005; Almonaitienė ,2001, etc.) that non-verbal
signals are very informative. Those who can read them can understand the internal state of another
person. The author notes that the grandees of interaction believe that in intercourse the non-verbal
behaviour plays the primary role. The extrovert persons easily adjust to the mood of the companion,
manners, notice individual non-verbal signals (attributes).
Petrulytė (2004) distinguishes 5 principle ways of the verbal interaction according to
the content of interaction:
1) explanatory interaction. In such case, we tell the companion what, in our opinion,
means a pertinent phenomenon or situation;
2) sustaining interaction shows the people around us our intentions to help them, our
positive attitude towards them;
3) exploiting interaction is an attempt to get more information;
4) comprehensible interaction is a means of interaction, when we make our best to
understand what is said or felt by another person;
5) assessing interaction means that during the conversation we make an assessment of
the subject item or phenomenon in terms of its good or bad, correct or incorrect,
suitable or non-suitable.
Different styles are recommended to be used in interaction, thus, making, the speech
more diverse and richer. As noted before, two persons – the addresser and the recipient – participate
in interaction and information is transferred and received in messages.
Researchers (Almonaitienė, 2001; Petrulytė, 2004) state that each message can be
analysed in four aspects:
1. Content of the message: what is to be reported. It is the most important aspect in
conversations and discussions.
2. Self-revelation: what has been revealed about the talking person. The content of the
message is supplemented by appropriate emotions (fear, pride, etc.).
3. Internecine rapport: the opinion of the talking person about himself/herself.
4. Appeal: what is to be asked, ordered or directed. The goal of almost any message is
to affect the recipient.
Baršauskienė, Janulevičiūtė (2007) observe that the verbal interaction can be verbal
and written. The advantage of the verbal interaction is the speed of the information transfer and
feedback. Another advantage of such interaction is a possibility for the addresser of the information
to verify the accuracy of the information and the expeditious feedback provides with such a
possibility. However, there are also certain shortcomings, because it gives a chance to distort the
transferred information, especially when it is disseminated to a large number of people.
Speech enables to communicate. When we speak the same language, we understand
each other easily. However, it happens rather often that while speaking the same language
interlocutors fail to understand each other. One of the reasons may be the use of technical words,
slang in the language. Some words for somebody may be always usual and acceptable, while for
others only in a particular situation. Bearing that in mind, we should attempt to make the interaction
more efficient.
The written interaction can also be found in the work of educators. These are various letters,
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certificates, orders, minutes, acts, requests, proposals, etc. The written communication has a
remaining value, it is possible to collect and retain it. However, such form of interaction also suffers
from disadvantages.
It makes the feedback more complicated. The written information is more time and material
consuming.
Writing is convenient both for the writer and the reader, because writing and reading is
possible at any time. But speech is mainly the improvisation. Practical time is hardly available for
talking and leisure time cannot be dedicated for the compilation of thoughts. Owing to this reason
the addresser has a better control over the written report. The writer has time to clearly express
his/her ideas, meanwhile a talking person can use ambiguous notions. For writing, material is first
collected, the problem pondered, planned and later overwritten; those are the tasks, for which the
talking person is deprived of time. However, such control is time consuming. Opposite to writing,
contingencies are likely here. Because the speaker and the listener communicate directly, the
speaker is entitled for the proximate feedback and in this way he/she may adjust his/her report to the
situation. In the expression of the essence of the report, the lecturer can apply non-verbal hints. In
such case, the report acquires personal features. Speech is, therefore, given a priority over writing in
the informal systems. Writing enables the addresser to distance himself/herself from the recipient.
The feedback can cause delays for hours and even weeks. A large distance between speech
and writing lies in the fact that speech does not leave any remaining traces. For this reason, the
information in writing is more reliable in the formal communication. (Baršauskienė, Janulevičiūtė,
2007).
According to Almonaitienė (2001), man uses the verbal speech seeking to hide his/her
thoughts. However, what he/she attempts to conceal is expressed by non-verbal or body talk,
because every word uttered is followed by non-verbal signals. They directly reflect human
physiological reactions, which faster than the speech. We speak in voice, but communicate with
body.
Lately the non-verbal interaction has won a growing attention of the researchers all over the
world due to the reasons inducing a greater interest in this form of interaction. To the researchers’
thinking, it is a more universal talk than the verbal interaction, because the verbal speech is
understood in any part of the world. There are many means of the non-verbal interaction. Among
these are such as mimic, gestures, face expression, gaze, posture, constitution, touch, etc.
Audickas defines the non-verbal interaction as the science about the non-verbal signs pulsed
by others, which comprehension enables us to better understand the reported message, cognize
ourselves and others.
For further analysis of the non-verbal interaction, its peculiarities must be first considered:
1) Reality of the non-verbal interaction. Nobody can for certain contest that the non-verbal
interaction is applied in training.
2) Necessity of the non-verbal interaction. Words cannot definitely express everything in
full. It is possible through expression, writing or other means of interaction discussed
above.
3) The non-verbal messages express nexus, the messages reflect our feelings, but not
thoughts. It would mean that while talking about a particular item it is easier to imagine it, if
shown by movements of hands, instead of the verbal description.
The non-verbal interaction is polysemous. It is possible to mention the raised teacher’s
voice: it may mean that he/she shouts at a recalcitrant pupil, however, it may also imply that he/she
simply pitched his/her voice for the pupils in the distance to hear what they are told (Audickas).
Human talk is frequently accompanied by movements of hands, which express the intensity of
feelings and emotions. The stronger are the feelings, the more intensive is gesticulation. The
expression of the face (mimic) is a confirmation. Each movement of the body attests the intrinsic
life, to which a variation of tension and relaxation is common, making our muscles to move.
Such immanent muscle movement sends impulses to the outward motions and the person by
his/her movements conveys the intrinsic life of the body, emotions, thoughts, everything, what
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usually remains unseen.
On the assumptions made by other researchers, Almonaitienė (2001) alleges that “each nonverbal element during interaction externalizes a particular aspect of the personality”.
The expression of the face shows positive and negative emotions, magnetism and associates
with a positively assessed stereotype, the posture expresses astonishment and emotions, gestures
and other body motions, if harmonized with speech, reinforce the uttered thoughts, confidence in
the submitted information. So we can conclude that almost all elements of the non-verbal
interaction one way or another relate to the personality.
The importance of the verbal interaction is illustrated by the functions performed:
1) the non-verbal interaction is not related to the words.
2) the rapport between the non-verbal and verbal interaction can be manifold:
a) repetition;
b) presentation (non-verbal messages can substitute verbal ones);
c) amendment of the verbal message.
3) regulation (the non-verbal behaviour sometimes helps to regulate the course of the
conversation).
4) Negation of the verbal message or objection to it.
1.4. Correlation of the interaction and communication concepts
Discussing the communication concept applied in Lithuania, the use of the terms
“communication” and “interaction” becomes controversial. The problem arises because only the
term "komunikacija" (English communication, German Kommunikation) is used in foreign literature
in English and largely in German. The correlation of communication and interaction is interpreted
differently in Lithuania. Most Lithuanian researchers identify the two concepts. However, some
researchers study their differences and the internecine rapport. Researchers (Večkienė,
Grebliauskienė, Sokolovienė, Chreptavičienė, 1996) describe the nexus between communication
and interaction in detail proving that communication is a component of interaction. In addition, the
rapport is not completely clear in the Lithuanian educative literature.
Grebliauskienė (1997) says that social communication is only one composite part of
interaction. Communication does not reflect the entire essence of interaction. Although the
definition of competence provides that the subjects exchange information seeking for mutual
understanding, it is not the same as perception and apprehension of the interaction partner. If
interaction considers perception and apprehension of the partner as the personality, then while
talking about communication we bear in mind the perception of the idea or the thought. Identity of
the concepts of interaction and communication would make the concept unduly narrow, simplified,
the interaction interactive and perceptive aspects would remain intact.
The standpoint of Šiaučiukėnienė, Sokolovienė (1996) coincide with the statement of most
researchers (Grebliauskienė, Večkienė, Chreptavičiūtė, 1997) that interaction and communication
are not identical phenomena and social communication is a composite part of interaction. The
authors view the difference between interaction and communication. Interaction covers only the
field of the social rapport, while communication takes place in social (social communication) and
non-social systems.
Communication and interaction cannot be identified also because the terms have originated
in different branches of science.
If “interaction” belongs to social psychology analysing the sphere of the rapport,
“communication” has proceeded from cybernetics and informatics, to which informative perception
of the world and the main focus on information are inherent. (Grebliauskienė, 1997).
1.5. Interaction means, elements, skills
The principal interaction skills making interaction easier are as follows:
* Attentive listening is a listening into the words, thoughts, feelings of another person,
irrelevantly if they are expressed or alleged. Listening requires sensibility, understanding and
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temperance in regard to another person. Active listening increases a possibility to provide multiple
assistance and support. For active listening the following principles apply:
- do not interrupt the speaker with questions and comments;
- while listening, attention must be paid not only to the words, but also what is
behind them;
- watch the speaker, i.e. let the speaker sense that his/her speech is followed;
- do not mix your emotions with replies. It is mandatory for the attentive listener to
segregate the emotional reaction from listening and understanding. Avoid such strong
feelings as anger or affliction, which may impede attentive listening and savvy response.
Wright (2004) remarks that while actively listening to the patient the specialist becomes a
kind of the mirror reflecting the declared view, thoughts or feelings. Thus, the position of the
patient is checked, with which the specialist may agree or disagree, but the image about the patient
is formed and the specialist can anticipate a suitable line of treatment and communication with the
patient.
Adamonienė (2002) defines listening as a hard work stressing that in the activity, where
interaction is a principle matter, the cardinal position must be assigned to listening. Because the art
of listening is not innate, it must be trained. All listeners differently perceive and diversely interpret
the received information. Perception of audible data is conditioned by physiological and cultural
factors, social roles, personal interests and needs. 4 listening components – hearing, attentiveness,
savvy and remembrance - can be named, which influence the process of listening. The quality of
hearing is conditioned by fatigue, monotonous pitch, sound, back noise. The author notes that the
personal need, intentions, desires, interests have an impact on what will segregated or selected. The
process of listening is a physiological one, which proceed to the psychological process. Savvy
depends on the general image of the world and a capability to arrange the information, which we
hear so as to recognize it.
* Attentiveness. If we show a proper interest in the verbal or non-verbal interaction, the
person will experience attention and solicitude, consequently, also the feeling that he/she is not
alone with his/her problems. Thus, a possibility for revelation is created. The true meaning of
attentiveness is not to antedate, but to second and be borne away. Attentiveness cannot be reached
in a moment, it needs time.
* Remembrance is related to a short-term or long-term retention of information.
* Sincerity. It is extremely important to be sincere, open and frank with the interlocutor. If
we expect him/her to be honest, we must ready to respond on equal terms. Only mutual trust creates
free and open intercourse.
* Respect. It is equally important to feel respect, which commences from the moment of
address. A respectful address to a person gives an opportunity to sense that he/she is really
respected and valued.
* Self-identification. It is substantial to understand the interlocutor, stand in his/her shoes,
see the problems as he/she takes them. Self-identification is critical for the start of the interpersonal
nexus.
* Solicitude means a backing given to another person in order to help for his/her
development and opportunity for the self-revelation. For the creation of the solicitude rapport, one
must show knowledge, be patient, conscientious, earnest, credent, sanguine and courageous.
Sometimes solicitude can be hampered by a misbehaviour, which wrecks the rapport with
the interlocutor, which is critical. For this reason, the following mistakes should be avoided:
 Avoidance of listening.
 Preconceived assessment.
 Rejection.
 Admonitions.
 Stereotyped replies.
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1.6. Functions of communication in the organisation
The communication processes, which, as referred to above, have the principle
objective of the transfer and reception of miscellaneous information, are constantly in progress in
the organisations. The organisation is integrated into the system of intermingled structures and
functions, which consist of groups, and the groups are made of persons, who must be capable of
reception and dissemination of information and maintenance of the defined procedures within the
organisation. The effective organisation and splendid activity results depend not only on the fine
management of the organisation, but also on the effective organisational communication. Stating
the importance of the information exchange, S.Stoškus and D.Beržinskienė (Stoškus, Beržinskienė,
2005, p. 168) stress the two ultimate functions of communication:

support goals, policy and programs of the organisation (unifying information securing
exchange in time).

satisfy needs of the information consumers (designed to inform both external and
internal users).
In the analysis of the communication functions in the organisation, S.P. Robbins
(Robbins, 2003, p. 148) distinguishes the following communication functions in the organisation:
control, motivation, emotional expression and information.
The control function is implemented through the hierarchy of power and formal
recommendations, which are mandatory for the personnel. Lukaševičius and Martinkus
(Lukaševičius, Martinkus, 2001, p.68) define the following forms and means of control: production
of reports about the implementation of collective and individual tasks, audition of reports about
completion of tasks, interviews of the personnel, taking into consideration their remarks and
suggestions, arrangement.
According to .P.Robbins (2003, p. 148), such function of motivation as
communication manifests in the formulation of concrete tasks, provision of the feedback and
consolidation of the desirable norms of behaviour.
The function of the emotional expression provides the members of the organisation
with means to expose their disappointment or satisfaction. Such communication, according to the
author, helps in answering social needs.
1.7. Impact of communication on the organisational culture
In any formal network of communication, information can spread in three directions:
vertically (from the top downwards or from the bottom upwards) encompassing the employees on
the different levels of the hierarchy, and horizontally between the staff on the same level of the
hierarchy. The substance of the vertical communication is the transfer of information between two
or more levels of the hierarchy in the organisation (see scheme 2).

1) Horizontal communication

2) Vertical communication
(„downwards“)

3) Vertical communication
(„upwards“)

Scheme 2. Vertical and horizontal communication in the organisation
Source: K.M.Bartol, D.C.Martin „Management“, 1991, p.537
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The analysis of scheme 2 shows that during the communication process information can be
forwarded horizontally, vertically downwards and vertically upwards. Notably, such kinds of
communication are tightly mutually integrated and in concert produce a joint communication process
in the organisation.
Vertical communication J.A.F.Stoner and others (1999, p.527) call any kind of
communication, whether information goes upwards or downwards through the chain of teams.
According to J.Guščinskienė (2000, p.85), vertical communication means the transfer and reception
of information on different levels of the hierarchy.
All authors of scientific literature unanimously divide vertical communication into the
communication “downwards” and the communication “upwards”. S.Stoškus and D. Beržinskienė
(2005, p.190) state that information moves “downwards”, where a person on the higher level of the
hierarchy sends information to persons, who take a lower position in the same structure. The
example of such information dispatch may be the case, when the orders of the top executive are sent
to the subordinates or information about changes in the enterprise is forwarded to the personnel.
Equally, such being the case, the subordinates are informed about “current tasks, alteration of
priorities, recommended procedures, application of pertinent procedures, etc.”. (Guščinskienė,
2000, p.85). On the assumption of this statement, it can be concluded that information related to the
essential peculiarities of the management in the organisation is forwarded in the vertical
communication “downwards”. Such communication can be interpreted as communication between
the executive and the subordinate. A.Sakalas and V.Šilingienė (2000, p.95) in their work
“Management of the personnel”, by distinguishing the main function of the communication
“downwards” to comprehensively inform members of the organisation, define five principal kinds
of information to be received by the personnel:
1. Personal information (working conditions, salary);
2. Labour instructions (directions what and how to perform);
3. Labour specifications (how certain tasks integrate with others, their execution);
4. Procedural information (procedures for implementation of goals, policy, strategic
milestones of the organisation, internal rules);
5. Training instructions (for refresher training, maintenance of motivation).
Similar objectives of the communication from the top downwards are listed by
J.A.F.Stoner and others (1999, p.527). The author affirms that the principal objective of the
communication “downwards” is to advise, inform, order, instruct and assess the personnel and
provide members of the organisation with the knowledge about the goals and policy of the
organisation. So, as stated above, in the communication process from the top downwards, the
executive from the higher level supplies subordinates with the primary information relating to the
execution of tasks and joint activity results and the duality of the work performed by the personnel
correlates with the efficiency of such communication.
Yearning for the efficient work of the organisation, it does not suffice for the chief
executives to transfer information to the subordinates, but also the subordinates must share
information with chief executives and impart their apprehensions. According to some researchers
(Baršauskienė, Janulevičiūtė-Ivaškevičienė, 2005, p.128), information passed by the subordinates to
their executives is called “upwards” communication. According to S.Stoškus and D.Beržinskienė
(2005, p.190), information moves “upwards”, when the person with a lower position on the
hierarchy of the organisation sends information to the persons taking higher positions in the same
structure. J.Guščinskienė (2000, p.84) says that the organisation badly needs the communication
from the bottoms upwards, because, in such case, the chief executives learn about developments on
the lower levels of the organisation, about imminent and potential problems, also the top officers
can assess probable alterations. Defining the communication “upwards”, S.P.Robbins (2003, p.150)
notes that such communication is used for the feedback with the officers on the higher levels of the
hierarchy, presenting them the development in the execution of the tasks and reporting topping
stumbleblocks. On the basis of the information received during such communication, the executives
can brainwash how to improve the activity of the organisation. J. A. F.Stoner and others (1999,
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p.527), therefore, state that the principal objective of the communication “upwards” is to supply
the higher management levels with information about the developments on the lower levels.
As the specimens of such communication the co-authors define reports about
completed works and the progress made, suggestions, clarifications and applications for assistance
or resolution.
The communication “upwards” in terms of the feedback provides the chief executives
with knowledge of how the personnel rate the organisation, associates and work. The researches
performed in the organisations prove that the personnel view such communication as the most
important and value from all labour interactions. It must be noted that the reporting flows from the
top downwards are more frequent than from the bottom upwards.
The organisation is composed out of a number of units, therefore, “alongside with the
vertical information communication line the organisation retains a need for the horizontal
communication”. (Paliulis ir kt, 2004, p.115). Thus, the horizontal communication shall be
defined as communication between the units of organisation. Based on S.P.Robbins’s assumptions
(2003, p.150), the horizontal communication most often is produced informally, endeavouring to
escape the vertical hierarchy and expedite actions.
The three overriding functions of the horizontal communication can be distinguished
(Ivaškienė, Martinkus, 2000, p.96):
 Task coordination. Seeking for common objectives of the organisation,
individual units must harmonize and coordinate their actions, exchange
information;
 Problem resolution. Facing a problem at least in one segment of the
organisation, the solution is made by means of the horizontal communication;
 Conflict elimination. The direct communication is the underlying means to
eliminate conflicts.
V.Baršauskienė and B. Janulevičiūtė-Ivaškevičienė (Baršauskienė ir kt, 2005, p.128)
point out the following advantages of the horizontal communication: task coordination gets easier,
exchange of working information between associates is simpler, it helps to resolve problems and
remove conflicts among associates.
As seen from advantages given above, the horizontal communication helps the
personnel with one accord to exchange information interdependently, makes the search of solutions
for the problems, conflicts and ambiguities relating to the task execution easier. Thus, such
communication in the organisation leads to the success, because in such cases the principle “act
hand in hand” is dominating. (Guščinskienė, 2000, p.87). As the fundamental advantage and
objective of the horizontal organisation, J.A.F.Stoner and others (1999, p.529) indicate creation of
the direct organisational channel for coordination and problem resolution, avoiding significantly
slower procedures, when the communication is directed through a master executive. Consequently,
even if the vertical communication is effective in the organisation, always the need for the
horizontal communication towers between the units of the organisation or horizontally equal
employees, which is most frequently is manifested through informal communication channels and
makes an impact to the success of the activity of the organisation.
The function of information is tightly related to the collection and distribution of
necessary information.
Similar functions of communication in the organisation are defined by V.Baršauskienė
and B. Janulevičiūtė-Ivaškevičienė (2005, p. 129), quoting foreign author Alder (1986):
 Information (received information is used for taking decisions);
 Control and assessment (personnel discuss ideas and assess them);
 Self-training (a skill to listen to and understand associates);
 Emotional impact (a skill to persuade)
Such qualification of the communication functions enables to draw attention to the
elements important in transmitting, receiving and interpreting information. Also such qualification
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of functions gives a possibility to view communication not only as the process of the information
transfer, but as the entire system conditioned by different factors.
1.7. Impact of communication on the organisational culture
The organisational culture as a phenomenon still intrigues the researchers over the
world and undergoes a well-rounded disquisition. The researchers agree that an effective culture is
important to all organisations in order culture was distinctive in any organisation. Strong culture
helps people to feel better, it stimulates to work harder and more productively. The personnel want
to work in the organisation, where they are treated fairly, their interests are taken into consideration.
The communication process of the organisation inside and outside its boundaries is a significant
organisational phenomenon. Far from always it suffices to disseminate reports, therefore, both the
staff employed by the organisation and the clients must be viewed not as passive recipients of
information, but also as active participants. Communication is successful and active, when receives
a continuing feedback. The organisation is identified and accepted by the society owing to
communication. It is true to say that today people are offered broad possibilities to choose between
the means and ways for information fixation. An effective management of information in the
enterprise is one of precondition for the democracy realisation in order to secure management
transparency and accountability to the society. It can be affirmed that the success of the
organisational culture to a large extent depends on communication – a capability to exchange
information.
The concept of organisational culture was first used by some researches and
executives of organisations, endeavouring to define a general climate in the organisation,
organisational values, typical working methods with people and activity targets, the concept of
organisational culture was introduced for such purpose. Currently the concept is widely in use.
Seeking to manage the organisation successfully, organisational culture must be formed and
cherished. (Šimanskienė, 2002; Zakarevičius, 2004). Organisational culture is far from easy to
perceive, the phenomenon is being scrutinised by a large number of researchers, likewise other
concepts of the organisation management. Generally, organisational culture can be defined as an
aggregate of attitudes, norms, values and certitudes, which are intentionally produced by the top
management and which are followed by the organisation, striving for the defined targets and
resolving the topping problems. (Daft, 2002; Lukasova, 2005; Vasiliauskas, 2002, Šimanskienė,
2002; Vanagas and Abramavičius, 1998; Шейн, 2002). Organisational culture as a link unifies
efforts of all employees on the grounds of human, emotional, cultural values to reach for common
goals in the organisation. (Šimanskienė, 2002). According to Šimanskienė (2002), organisational
culture exists for the unification of people, creation of common perception, incentive of
development and improvement. Macintosh and Doherty (2007) say that organisational culture is
primarily an internal phenomenon of the organisation, making impact on the attitude of the
personnel regarding values.
Culture defines and consolidates standards of behaviour, direct utterings and deeds of
the personnel by explaining what they are supposed to do and say in the present situation, what is
extremely beneficial for apprentices. In such a way, culture vouches for the stability of behaviour
dictating what the person can do or say under different circumstances. (Гринберг, Д., Бэйрон, Р.
2004). As we can see, communication is concurrent with organisation culture, for example,
companies stressing cultural trends to satisfy clients’ need give clear instructions on behaviour: to
do anything to please the client, and being void of proper communication skills to satisfy a client’s
request is a tough problem. Such features confirm that communication is a power influencing
culture and culture carries authority on behaviour in the organisation.
Organisational culture is produced on the basis of values, such values carry weight on
the management of the organisation. Any organisation owns a compilation of values, which is
tabled for its members. However, values remain invisible if the top management does not declare
organisational values, does not explain them, they are difficult to apprehend. People recognize them
through the analysis of their own reactions, attitudes, behaviour. (Urbanskienė, Clottey, Jakšys,
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2000). Naturally, people are under the sway of values, their priorities, decisions to be taken and
behaviour in the organisation. They give a direction for the human behaviour, including certain
human duties in making choices. (Lee and Cartier, 2005). Values can be a standard of ethics, but in
principal they “rule” the organisation, make the foundation for the business. (Sutherland and
Conwell, 2004).
According to the statement made by Šimanskienė (2001), one of the basic common
functions of values and creeds is to provide members of the organisation with the feeling of
identity, which raises obligations to the organisation. By the assertion of the author, it pulls over the
stability of the organisation and serves as an original plan on how to form behaviour by motivating
the personnel to play properly. Values play a leading role in specific situations, on their assumption
human behaviour and events is adopted and assessed. (Gineitienė, Korsakaitė, Kučinskienė,
Tamulevičius, 2003, Pruskus, 2003). The personnel loose any interest in the organisation, which
treasure only rentability, because they feel their values and believes are irrelevant to the
organisation (Seilius, 1998).
In Gimžauskienė’s words (2007), values decide on how the organisation reacts to the
environment and how such reaction reflects the external milieu and internal possibilities for training
and fresh knowledge about the organisation in the process of creation. According to the author, the
organisational values are the most significant factor influencing the processes in the organisation.
Values differ in any organisation, however, most of them are universal (Urbanskienė, Clottey,
Jakšys, 2000). The oneness of the organisation is manifested through exceptional cultural elements
of the organisation, their exclusive origin (Спивак, 2001). The principal values characterising the
organisational culture in a particular organisation are related to the symbols of the organisation,
stories, heroes, network of cultural ties, rituals and ceremonies (Daft, 2004; Šimanskienė, 2002;
Alvessin, 2002; Mondy, Sharpline, Premeaux, 1991; Seilius, 1998; Lee and Cartier, 2005).
Elements of the organisational culture
Symbols
Heroes
Stories

Values of the
organisational
culture

Purposeful
management of
the organisation

Ritual and
ceremonies
Network of
cultural ties

Scheme 3. Influence of the organisational culture on the management of the organisation

Scheme 3 depicts the elements of the organisational culture. Each of these elements
directly through values influence the management of the organisation. Symbols: improve the image
and prestige of the enterprise, exclude the organisation from other organisations, inform about the
essential values in the organisation. Heroes: personify cultural values, give examples of proper
behaviour, create and strengthen the organisational culture. Stories: reflect “a long way” covered,
produce the image of the oneness of the organisation, disseminate information about the
organisation. Rituals and ceremonies: maintain the values and background of the organisation in the
course of time, increase the confidence of the personnel in the values of the organisation, help in
creating the human collective. The network of cultural ties: dispatch information, helps to
understand what is happening in the organisation, strengthen the principal values, reveal the
intercourse ties in the organisation. Values of the organisational culture: provide members of the
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organisation with the sense of identity, make a positive impact on the staff, its attitudes, increase
trust of the personnel in the organisation, single out the organisation among others, etc.
In should be noted that the impact of the organisational culture on the management of
the organisation also illustrates the executive’s skills, by his/her own efforts, to achieve to be
recognized by others as a personality notable of general human values and nuggets cherished by the
organisation, what is most important in the management of the organisation.
The organisation embraces a wide circle of people, personnel, who communicate with
each other every day, exchange experience, thoughts, trials. The effective communication
conditions a proper implementation of tasks realizing the goals of the organisation, further
development of the organisation and success of work (Baršauskienė, Ivaškevičienė, 2005).
According to Hargie and Tourish, the organisational communication performs the role
of the mediator between the management, intentions, aspirations of the organisation and their
implementation. Communication acts as the dialogue transforming the management, intentions and
aspirations of the organisation into the effective activity (Hargie, Tourish 2004). Communication is
an important tool enabling to pass information in interaction or as a means to receive news. The
capability to communicate properly may stand as a security of success both in the organisation and
the society.
According to Stoner, Freeman, Gilbert (2001), without effective communication in the
organisation, success of work, a proper motivation of the personnel is not possible. Only a precise,
effective communication augurs the development of the organisation. By its virtue, members of the
organisation can sense the processes within the organisation, feel as a part of the organisation and
bear responsibility for their actions.
The objective of all communication means is to develop collaboration in the
organisation. A successful collaboration is among the priorities of the organisation and the
cognition of antecedences as well as self-identification with them (Šimanskienė, 2001).
Communication is a field of human interaction, which seems well understandable to
us, however, its definition and explication is a very complicated matter. Interaction, otherwise socalled communication, means the process of the transfer and reception of information between
individuals (Ratkevičienė, 2000). Such process is important to the organisational culture of the
organisation, as the process enables to realize human contacts. The effective communication is
possible when the recipient of information receives as it has been sent, i.e. without distortions
(Jucevičienė, 1994). One more basic precondition of the effective communication is a skill to listen
to and to convey thoughts correctly. As stated by Kasiulis and Barvydienė (2001), sometimes
people vocalize not what they think, but give an opinion, which they are forced to comply with,
which is likely to be supported by the chief and which meets expectations of people around.
The organisational culture is produced by sharing knowledge and preconditions,
which are acquired through the resolution of such problems. As noted by Urbanskienė, Clottey,
Jakšys (2000), seeking for members of the organisation to develop a joint culture, they have to
speak a common language: a true intercourse is not possible without it. Interaction and culture are
interrelated matters. Culture is reflected in thinking, speech and actions. In the broadest meaning,
any person is related to the organisational culture of the organisation.
Whether the organisational culture will be strong in the organisations largely depends
on the executive. The skill to properly manage the work determines the effectiveness of the
organisation making a positive influence on the personnel (Seilius, 1998). According to
Šimanskienė (2002), any organisation is doomed to failure without a proper management. Such
management may also condition the organisational culture.
Bennis and Nanus believe (1998) that the viewpoint to the management and what
person can assume the leader’s responsibility has underwent serious alteration in the course of
many years. Management competences have remained unchanged, but the concept of management,
its functioning and application altered significantly.
According to Seilius (1998), the nature of the management is fatal to the success or
failure of the organisation. The proper management helps in creating the atmosphere of
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involvement and collectivism. Activity of members of the organisation becomes greater, because
each can understand precisely his/her role and place in the organisation. The employees support
each other knowing and consciously perceiving that the success of the organisation rests on the
input made by any of them and the individual success of each employee is in the hands of the
organisation (Seilius, 1998). As Butkus has it (2006), the speech is the most important tool of the
management unifying such portion of the leader’s activity as decision with the second portion such
as implementation throught the efforts of the personnel.
Communication is a broader concept than exchange of information. People exchange
feelings, thoughts, intentions. Communication in the organisation is always conditioned by the
human aspect: willingness or unwillingness to communicate, liking or disliking, etc. Therefore, it is
always important to clarify the essence of the process, how it develops and what must be done to
make it effective (Sakalas, Šilingienė, 2000).
Cole states (1997) that skills of the executive, nature of the task, team, organisational
culture, cherished values, management style are important for management (Šimanskienės, 2002).
The organisational culture makes the impact on the values of the executive. The influence of the
executive is of primary importance in taking decisions, thus, forming the organisational culture
(Šimanskienė, 2002).
Endeavouring to make the activity of the organisation effective, a congenial exchange
of information between the organisation and its environment, between different management levels
in the organisation, between its units and the personnel must be provided (Sakalas, Šilingienė, 2002;
Baršauskienė, Janulevičiūtė-Ivaškevičienė, 2005; Stoner, Freeman, Gilbert, 2001). Scheme 2
illustrates the communication process in the organisation and the impact of such process on the
organisational culture. As seen in scheme 2, communication can be formal and informal in the
organisation. Exchange of information happens not only between different, but also equal levels of
the organisation, i.e. there exists not only vertical, but also horizontal communication. The larger
organisation, the more developed horizontal communication. Formal communication has a direct
affect on the organisational culture and informal communication bears the organisational culture
indirectly, sometimes in this way stories, myths are produced, informal rituals emerge, which in
their own turn influence the organisational culture. To the belief of many researchers, 90 per cent of
the organisational activity lie perdue in the informal ties. Formal communication is highly
influenced by the fact whether the transferred information is undistorted, because any indiscrepancy
in information may negatively affect both the communication process between the personnel and
the activity results of the organisation, it may weaken the organisational culture.
It is important for the personnel to know the goals of their work, their place in the
production process, their labour quality. What organisational culture is formed in the organisation
depends on the leader and the nature of his management. Proper communication produces a strong
organisational culture, it helps the personnel to better understand the values of the organisation,
which employs them, and suitably to self-assess and self-realize in the organisation.
1.8. Internal communication management need
The internal communication is present in every enterprise, but far from everywhere it
is effective. It needs its management. Management of the internal communication is important,
indeed, when internal or external changes emerge: substitution of the executive, opening of a new
production line or closure of an old production line, introduction of new bookkeeping standards,
amendment of the behaviour code, business concentration and the like.
Through the administrator, such information must reach the personnel in a reasonable
time. Most organisations indicate the improper internal communication as the principal reason for
the dry-rot of initiatives and goodwill among the personnel. Organisations, where the internal
communication is effective between the personnel, substantially overrun those which fail to do so.
Internal communication management ensures a continuity of information, the executives effectively
communicate with the personnel (through the mediator-administrator) and the associated among
themselves.
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It should be kept in mind that the nature of communication management must be
cohierent with the culture of the organisational management. The hierarchic culture is characteristic
by a limited distribution of information, a large number of management levels, unequal
responsibility, substantiation by rules, structurisation, opposition to risk, self-orientation, random
training, financial accent and politicization.
The culture of knowledge distinguishes by the effective information dissemination,
few management levels, substantiation by principles, restructurisation, capability to undertake risk,
outward orientation, regular training, accent of marketing, openness. Quite often enterprises enjoy a
mixture of the two cultures, however, the latter is more preferable.
Resolving different internal communication problems and endeavouring to increase its
effectiveness, it must be remembered that such management field can undergo segmentation. The
following kinds of internal communication must be taken into consideration:
 Emotional is a spontaneous, genuine, meant for sharing of feelings and expression of
moods, latent, in-depth communication hidden behind many actions and deeds (“what we
feel and what we want to share?”).
 Actual is a realistic, actual information of figures (“what is going on, when is going on,
where is going on and why is going on?”).
 Aesthetic expresses pulchritude. Emotions hide in the pictures, people, view through the
window, new pieces of furniture in the bureau. We can tell and show what is beautiful to us
and why.
 Communication of being together. It is like saying “hello”, behind which hides the feeling
of being together. That’s why it must be kept in mind that even a greeting and a farewell
improve internal communication.
 Connotative is a hierarchic communication, meant for giving directions, reports and security
of their execution.
There exists informal interaction in every enterprise between the executives of a
different level and subordinates, for instance, in a smoking room, kitchenette, elevator. In such
cases, consuetudes and traditions rule. During such conversations both official information and
gossips spread, besides, a public opinion comes out.
Indirect interaction between the personnel takes place through internal channels of the
organisation. The staff send emails, celebrate feast-days, arrange parties on the occasions, contests.
The personnel socialize on the informative events, festivals, contests and competitions organized by
the enterprise, etc.
The means of communication above are extremely important, therefore, options and
means, such as excursions, sport competitions, collective arrangements (foreign language training
courses, etc.), must be taken into consideration in drafting the internal communication plan.
The personnel feel more motivated, when see a wider perspective, such as a possibility
to train, improve, make a career. In addition, it is highly important for everybody to have a clear
goal in mind, perceive the importance of working in the company. The more the employee has a
feeling of belonging to the enterprise or being a part of it, the more loyal he is. Everybody wants to
be heard and have a voice, because such a possibility to make an impact invigorates, gives
satisfaction, strengthens ambitions, enhances loyalty, helps to employ and keep the personnel and,
on the whole, makes the profit higher.
The effective management of information and knowledge inevitably attributes to the
growth of motivation. Every organisation should produce means of incentives to award the
personnel for their input into a joint corpus of the know-how of the organisation. Why should not
people be awarded for the share of knowledge with festivals or prizes? The people should be
continuously offered to get know-how, which have been given to their colleagues. Trust is a part of
the internal culture and one of the principle elements of the effective communication. A lack of trust
causes a suspicion and, for this reason, people misuse information, distort it and ruins a possibility
to spread the know-how further and produce innovations.
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How to build the foundation for trust and common comprehension, when mistrust is in
the air? How to create the atmosphere for the update of obsolete know-how? How can the
organisation substitute the culture of mistrust by the culture of trust and values and the direct
control by self-control, the responsibility to oneself by the objective assessment and reward for the
results achieved? How to maintain basic cultural changes in the organisation? Those are extremely
important issues, which must be continuously taken into consideration.
1.9. General requirements for the intercourse between executives
Executive’s personality and functions. The executive is a person capable of
harmonization, integration to take care by the activity of the organisation and people. By his/her
internal attitude and orientation of values, he/she must be in harmony with the mission and goals of
the organisation and the needs of the personnel. Furthermore, he/she must be in the capacity to
combine the individual needs and objectives of the personnel with the goals of the organisation
(Seilius, 1997).
The success of the organisation is decided by the personality of the executive. A.
Jacikevičius (1995) defines the personality as follows:
- it is a complex, unique, unrepeated system and by this distinguishable from other personalities;
he/she is an interpreter of any psychic activity, such as processes, statuses, peculiarities, which is
specific by self-regulation and adaptation to surrounding environment;
- he/she always communicates with other personalities and takes a certain position in the social
environment;
- any person can become a personality, but not any person is a personality.
The personality’s attitudes are based on the system of values, which defines the
aspirations of the person. The general values define: principle targets of the working collective,
means for the achievement of such targets, main duties of the personnel in the organisation, means
of behaviour necessary for the effective execution of the role (Kasiulis and others, 2001).
What features are necessary for the executive to work successfully and organize the
work of the personnel? American business consultant A. Wagner (2005) distinguishes the following
features of the eligible executive:
- construe his/her own personality positively and be self-confident (in his/her thoughts, feelings,
senses, intuition, decisions);
- appreciate and respect people, be able to see their talent, intentions and motives;
- have sufficient knowledge about the profession. In order to maintain a high qualification, he/she must
upgrade it regularly (in the courses, by exercises, at work);
- he/she is a personality capable of arranging time and labour process accurately;
- a good teacher and excellently socialising person;
- resolute and firm in his/her decisions;
- aspirations must be motivated, must be flexible in reaching goals;
- properly confront in the situations, when facing indolence, truancies, violations of the labour statute;
- express feelings properly, show anger, delight and other emotions;
- be empathic (sense feelings of other person), appreciative and supportive;
- know how to stimulate the personnel for the work well done, achievements and efforts;
- acknowledge his/her own errors and excuse for them;
- concede not being able to give answers to any question;
- consult subordinates and delegate a partial responsibility;
- involve subordinates into a decision taking process, also transferring responsibility for their decisions.
Any work, especially of the executive, is related to interaction, contacts, consequently
to speech. The executive’s skill to speak correctly, first of all, means a talent to get ready for a
conversation, establish a positive psychological climate for the contact and to know how to
discontinue the conversation suitably. The speech must be based on simple phrases with easily
understandable statements. It increases the probability of the effective communication. In his/her
speech, the executive must lay thoughts in a logical sequence, sticking to business and with a clear
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plan in mind. In order to make the conversation effective, it must be consistent from the beginning
until the end (Neverauskas and others, 2001).
The executive’s style of speech may be ternary: authoritative-impellent, innominateinformative, persuasive-explanatory (Kasiulis and others, 2001). The authoritative executive
behaves in a self-confident manner, demonstrates knowledge, speaks without giving a cause for
objections. He/she disregards the mood, needs and interests of the personnel. The innominateinformative style of speech is often in conveying an extraneous, unexpected information, which is
unpleasant to a reporter, reported by necessity. The effectiveness, suggestability, informativity of
admonition attempting to brainwash the audience is typical to the persuasive-explanatory style of
speech. It provokes discussions with the executive, clarifications and efforts to grasp information.
The standing of the executive in the working collective, his/her influence on the personnel depends
on the skill to express thoughts, whether he/she is capable to utilize the power of the word. The
functions of the executive is interaction with people and decision making, performing management
job, such as planning, organisation, measurement and control (Kučinskas, 2003).
No matter whether consciously or subconsciously, the executive of any organisation or
enterprise by his/her job (performed functions) makes an upbringing impact to the subordinates. Out
of the skills of the executor to organize, conclusions are drawn about him/her as an educator: he/she
makes people to develop or ruins them. Performing the communicative-regulatory function, the
executive chooses communication structures and interaction forms most pertinent for the working
collective. He/she compiles information about the personnel, their characteristics, passes information
about the public requests to the personnel, their position, motivates and takes disciplinary measures,
if the occasion arises. The interaction tendencies in the working collective will depend on the
executive’s view the interaction role to the personalities of the members of the group and the
working collective as the whole (Jakavičius, 1998).
The performance of the executive’s functions requires various competences, taking
into account the nature of the activity, peculiarities of the organisation, etc. Competence is a
combination of knowledge and skills and a gift to apply the under particular circumstances
(Kasiulis and others, 2001).
The effective executive explores the surrounding on a hunch and systematically, looks
for a solution in the most complicated situations, analyzes plenty of information looking for the
potential fields of encounter with new risks. The executive must be notorious for the problem
cogitation, seeing chances for perfection. The effective executive has a constant and consistent
vision, knows how to transfer it, inspire, unite others to make it true. People seek to be employed by
the organisations, which have the vision of a large structure (Kučinskas, 2003).
The interaction manners with people is not a private matter of the executive, but a
public affair, because it determines the content in work under his management, a psychological
climate in the collective, as well as labour productivity (Palaitytė, 2006).
Management styles for grown-ups. “To manage means to organise the activity of the
people for the objectives of the organisation and create provisions for the success of such activity”
(Kasiulis and others, 2001, p. 10).
Many authors, such as R. Želvys (1995), A. Seilius (1997), J. Kasiulis, V. Barvydienė
(2001), V. Kučinskas (2003) and others, distinguish three principle management styles: autocratic,
democratic and liberal. The autocratic executive enjoys a sufficient power to impose his/her
willpower on the subordinates; when he/she deems it necessary and beneficial, he/she takes the
advantage of it. Such executive resume the responsibility for the working collective and does not want
anybody to interfere. The most important matter for him/her is to compel others to comply with
his/her orders. Such management style also has its advantages: a strict command diminishes the
personal responsibility of ordinary members, helps to maintain the feeling of security and stability
(Želvys, 1995). The democratic executive provides the personnel with a possibility to participate in
the activity of the organisation. He/she stimulates team work, relies on the personnel. He/she makes
his/her best to understand the needs of the personnel and encourages explaining their position in
order to make a positive impression for the personnel to reach the goals of the organisation. The
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ultimate decision is left in the hands of the entire group. His/her manner of speech is friendly, the
rapport with subordinates is simple. The liberal executive exercises little influence for the
formation of the organisational culture, because most part of the final result achieved belongs to the
personnel of the organisation; furthermore, everything depends on the current situation. He/she
neither motivates, nor punishes, shows little or no initiative to maintain the trend in the activity of
the organisation. A medley of the discussed management styles is most frequently met in life,
although features of a particular type remain dominant.
There are various ways how to stimulate the personnel, but that must be done by the
executive. Therefore, a single organisation cannot work without a proper management. The
management style is an ordinary executive’s manner to deal with subordinates endeavouring to
induce them and wake a wish to seek the objectives of the organisation (Šimanskienė, 2002).
It can be said in the round-up that management is the primary function of the
organisation securing its vitality. Those organisations are effective, which staff enjoys idiosyncratic
features typical only to the particular collective, which reveals singularity of the organisation. The
effective management of people is more important that a skill to distribute physical resources. The
intercourse effectiveness in the grown-ups training institution depends on the executive, team,
situation and the environmental factors and their interplay.
Tasks for individual work
1.Give your interpretation of the pictures

Questions for the discussion
1. Does your interaction at home with relatives differ from interaction with colleagues at work?
Give a detailed answer to the question.
2. Why do people fail to reach a consensus most frequently?
3. Is a skill to socialize a raised or innate feature?
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2. Conflictology
Achievable competencies
To know how to apply elements of conflict management in professional and personal activities.
To know measurements of conflict solution and conflict prevention.
To be able to solve conflicts effectively and to diagnose conflict situations
2.1. Analysis of conflict conception
In modern society, when the acceleration of life speed and abundance of different
activities became a natural component of the trivial round, the overload of social roles stimulates
expression of intrapersonal, interpersonal and inter-group conflicts. Therefore more and more
attention is focused on possibilities of their solution and management. Conflict process and qualities
of their solution are significantly influenced as by inner value system of every conflict side, as by
content of inner group culture and acceptable behavior norms (Myers 2000; Barkauskaitė 2001;
Ginevičius 2004; Sturm Ginevičius, 2004; Almonaitienė, Lekavičienė 2005; Želvys 2006;
Weinhardt 2010 et al.).
Roots of conflictology are found in philosophy. Today conflicts are analyzed by
almost 20 different disciplines: philosophy, sociology, psychology, social psychology, pedagogy,
law, economy, history etc. Conflictology analyses conflict, consistent patterns of its origin,
development, solution possibilities, methods of regulation and prevention. Tasks raised by
conflictology are the following: how to behave during conflict, so that the tension and related
feelings would be reduced; how to end the conflict with minimal loss; how to prevent conflict
development, to avoid health risk, involvement into endless intrigues and irrational battles of
dispute. In Lithuania usually it is called conflict management, conflict control or conflict
prevention.
The very phenomenon – the conflict – is described in scientific literature as opposite between
two or more dependent sides (individuals, groups or organizations and other), which are following
different positions, striving important goals for them and measurements of their implementation
(Monginaitė 2010). Conflict, as a crash of opposite interests, opinions, objectives, quarrel, dispute,
fight; an encounter of opposite needs, antypodes, objections, duties, motives, which cannot be
realized together, arises emotional tension, diminishes efficiency, life quality, inflicts negative
influence on self-education. Solving these problems it is important that the persons experiencing
conflict situations would feel the essence of conflicts, possibilities of solution, would learn to
manage them. It would ensure self-confidence of the person, would allow creation of effective intercommunication, to communicate effectively, cooperate in common group activities, would improve
quality of group functionality, allow to act successfully in constantly changing environment and
change it in desirable direction.
Some scientists analyzing phenomenon of conflict emphasize the inner discomfort as the basis
of the conflict, which is determined by the fear of need unsatisfactory or frustration, for skipping
lower needs (Maslow 1908-1970). An opinion that the conflict is a result of unrealized needs is
proposed in conflict concepts submitted by today‘s psychologists-conflictologists (Čiuladienė
2005). Aspects of different conflict perception are emphasized in context of links between
instinctive attraction and social environment, conflict inevitability is denied, positive conflict sides,
not only negative ones, are extracted as well, as potential stimulus of individual or group
development (Levinas 2000, 2003; Čiuladienė 2005; Antinienė 2005 and others). In Ericson‘s
personality concept the conflict is assessed as inevitable component of every individual‘s life and
development. The scientists emphasize that the only personality, who successfully overcomes
conflicts of development crisis, can develop systematically, socially and improve becoming
harmonious and cohesive individual. So, the conflict is observed from the positive point of view as
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well, and it is started to be perceived as one of possible improvement factors (Trimakas 2002).
Conflict can be a phenomenon of positive polarity, if constructive strategies will be chosen for its
solution, enabling conflict sides not only achieve objectives, but to improve, to develop
interpersonal relations, to encourage other quality social changes as well.
So, conflict is not only inflicting social tension, it can also be a decreasing measurement for
tension between social subjects. Though in daily situations the conflict is considered as annoying,
inappropriate phenomenon, however, on theoretical opinion a tension and stress are positive
phenomena, which are helping to understand clearly organizational structure of social group, its
limits, formation principles, integration factors. Constructively solved conflict is a positive form of
human coexistence, stimulating changes, renewal, and expression of possibilities (Suslavičius 1998;
Myers 2000, 2008; Gailienė et al. 2002; Gliokler 2003; Sturm, Ginevičius 2004; Čiuladienė 2005;
Almonaitienė, Lekavičienė 2005 and others).
Some scientists investigate conflict as a form of inappropriate communication, as
characteristics of learner’s behavior, as index of competence for participant who is taking part in
educational interaction. Besides these, the following evaluative concepts of the conflict to be
mentioned as well: on the one hand it is a positive phenomenon, which is perceptible as a means for
(self-)education, on the other hand, it is a negative phenomenon, perceptible as an obstacle for (self)education, as an avoidable phenomenon of education process. The conflict most often is assessed
as a form of uncultured communication, a lack of interpersonal communication competence,
negative, avoidable phenomenon of communication process (Jovaiša, 1993; Lissman, 1997;
Sprindžiūnas, 2000; Martišauskienė, 2001; Barkauskaitė, 2001; Kasiulis, Barvydienė, 2003; Želvys,
2006; Misevičius, Urbonienė, 2006; and others).
To expand present capacities and to acquire new competences, to raise and improve
qualification, the adults are taking part in various trainings, courses, seminars, studies over and
over. Conflicts, arising in groups of adult students, qualities and possibilities of their solution are
conditioned by experience of group members, by level of psychological maturity, all group capacity
and characteristics. Conflicts, as inevitable phenomenon of any adult group activities, are possible
as between members of the same level, as between administration and inferiors. Often an adult
group activity is following the attitude, that the conflict must be inhibited in the very egg, however,
it is not constructive position. Conflict must not be inhibited but adequately assessed, and pending
under relevant management. Conflict competency is determined by researches as ability to keep
productive contraposition, which is looking for solutions. It is one of constituent components,
composing communication competence. The following conflict capacity levels are important as
well: ability to perceive signs of conflict, to analyze confrontation, to regulate it (knowledge of
conflict solution means), to achieve task activity results, project conflicts and construct them in
particular interactions (Хасан, 2003).
Analysis shows that possibilities of conflict solution and management in adult student group
are not paid enough attention, and that this problem was under-investigated. With the regard to
lately apace development of official and unofficial (self-)education adult services system in
Lithuania, the problem of conflict solution possibilities in adult student groups is becoming very
important, it rises the necessity to intensify research of this problem, the search of their effective
solution.
Conflict concept in literature is approached in a different ways and there are not a few
definitions. Conflicts most often are associated with aggression, anger, loss, and hatred. Conflict
is an inevitable object as in our personal life, as at work. The best is to avoid the conflict, and in the
case of conflict start up – to solve it. It is very hard to determine a concept of conflict. Every
researcher describes it in a different way (Table 1). There is no exact concept. Before the beginning
of investigation of conflict management, it is necessary to see how the conflict is understood.
Conflict (Latin conflictus – a crash) is a crash of opposite opinions, interests, behavior motives,
objectives (Kasiulis and Barvydienė, 2004, p. 215).
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Freud S. (1856 – 1939) is one of the first creators of human proneness to conflict concept, he
was looking for interpersonal conflict reasons in human subconsciousness, analyzed inner
contradictions of an individual. Lorenz (1903-1989) rose a hypothesis, that the main reason of
conflict is aggressiveness of individual and crowd, and aggression is constant state of alive body.
Many authors think that conflicts are inevitable for the fear, herd feeling, and self-consolidation
instincts, which are functioning in a human being. In the sixth decade of the 20th century
psychology started to follow the very conflict itself, until that time reasons and consequences were
on the focus. Different conflict concepts show through (Myers, 2008).
Robbins (2006) emphasizes differences in content of conflict concept, names conflicts
significant with evident actions and the hidden ones. The researcher considers question of intentions
as serious – either the blocking behavior would be concrete actions, or it could be treated as a result
of casual circumstances as well. If conflict concept can be applied only to evident actions, then
some conflict descriptions assert that criteria of conflict existence have to be signs of obvious fight.
Conflict concept is often determined excluding situation perception, opposition, lack and blocking
(Myers, 2008; Gage, Berliner, 1994 and others). It is named that hidden or open opponent actions
are inevitably performed during conflict. Conflict is defined as a process, where conflicting sides
are striving purposefully counterbalance endeavours of one another, using various forms of
blocking, implementing in this way their own objectives, expanding interests. Robins submits
development of conflict opinion (Robbins, 2006).
In period of early opinion conflict was treated as a phenomenally negative phenomenon,
used as a synonym of terms violence, destruction and irrationality, because it was an attempt to
reinforce negative sense of the conflict. Traditional opinion on conflict suited with prevailing
attitudes on group behaviour in the fourth and fifth decades of the 20th century. Negative opinion
on conflict phenomenon was determined by scientific research area as well. Orientation was kept
towards reasons of conflict and possibilities of its correction, striving for an optimization of results
for activities of groups and organizations. Elements of this opinion are observed in life of modern
society as well. Often, especially among adults, the orientation is kept towards avoidance and
inhibition of conflicts, not a try of solution.
Opinion based on human relations states, that conflict is a natural element of activity for all
groups and organizations. Because conflict is inevitable, the representatives of human relations
school offer to accept it. An emphasis is put on that conflict has not only negative sides,
constructive conflict sides are penetrated as well: a possibility to improve results of group activities.
This opinion dominated in conflict theory since fifth decade until the middle of eight decade of the
20th century.
Modern opinion on conflict is based on interaction perspective. Representatives of this
direction emphasize harmonized, peaceful and cooperating group, which can become static,
apathetic and irresponsive to the need of changes and novelties. In this way it emerged that minimal
amount of constructively solved conflicts in the group encourages exposure of self-criticism,
creativity, initiative. An opinion based on interaction keeps position that not all conflicts are
destructive. Though there are conflicts, which disturb group activities (dysfunctional or destructive
forms of conflict), however, show up as well those, which support group objectives and improve its
activity results (functional, constructive conflict forms) (Robbins, 2006).
Recently scientific literature indicates that conflict – (Latin conflictus – a crush), a situation
when confront opposite, incompatible opinions, needs, duties, objectives, motives of persons or
groups, which cannot be realized at the same time; positions, interests and frictions for activities.
The conflict situations rise strong, negative feelings, which are perceived as significant
psychological problem, requiring search of solution and start of effective actions to normlize
relations (Almonaitienė, Lekavicienė, 2005).
Leliugienė (2002) states, that conflict is a crash of opposite objectives, interests, positions,
opinions or attitudes, serious frictions, when the person is overwhelmed by unpleasant feelings or
experiences. The researcher excludes positive sides of conflict phenomenon as well: conflict is a
resource of relations and processes development, a signal for personal change, an opportunity to get
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closer with the environment, “to discharge” tense from relationships. So, whether the conflict will
becomes a polarity of evaluation, depends on that how conflicting sides behave in conflict situation,
how they solve arisen problems (Leliugienė, 2002).
Хасан (2003) emphasizes that conflicts rise with occurrence of inner or outer fight, which is
connected with thoughts, feelings and actions. Personal, interpersonal and intergoup conflicts can
inflict dissonance in collective, because great differences of origin, opinions, values and needs exist
among people.
Benesch (2002), Gailienė et al. (2002) indicate that conflict is crash of two or more
circumstances or incompatible tendencies of behavior. Petrulytė (2004) states, that conflict is a
crash of objectives, interests, positions, opinions, inflicting a person unpleasant feelings or
experience and who are fighting. Edelman, Crain (1997) emphasize that conflict is a situation when
two persons do not agree on actions, which are undertaken by one of the sides or at least one
conflicting side does not wish these actions to be undertaken. Myers (2000) indicates that conflict is
perceived incompatibility of acts, objectives or ideas. Kučinskas, Kučinskienė (2000) indicate that
conflict is an emotional-cognitive state of contradictions, rising from inability to choose accepted
solution or even several similar tendencies, desires, alternatives in situation of confrontation.
Confrontation is expansion of contradictions, tension, fight against somebody, worsening of
relations, crash of opinions, behavior ways.
Valackienė (2005) states that conflict is crash of opposite interests, opinions, when position of
another person or group on some question is totally rejected and considered as an obstacle of further
activity. Bitinaitis (2007) emphasizes, that conflict is an opposite between two or more dependent
sides (people, their groups, organizations and so on), differently understanding aims and measures
of their achievement. Suslavičius (1998) emphasizes that interpersonal conflict is a social
phenomenon when between two or more persons (between person and a group, between groups) a
process of crash of opposite interests, provisions or ways of objective achievement is happening.
Conflict forms person‘s attitudes to a person, who inflicted a conflict and to everything what is
related with that person.
Barvydienė et al. (1996) state that conflict is interaction of forces of almost equal strength but
of opposite directions, this is a crash of incompatible motives, interests, opinions, and moods.
Levin (2003) indicates that psychologically conflict can be described as a situation in which
individual is affected by conversely-spirited forces. Хасан (2003) names conflict as specific,
organized activity in which hostility lasts during conflict solution process.
Jacikevičius (1998) indicates that conflict is less or more expressed fight between two and
more sides which have contradictory principles, action goals or resist to aggression to his/her
values. The essence of conflicts shows up in their main qualities:

Every conflict consists of series of episodic, partial conflicts, to every of which a
particular sequence and development is appropriate; conflict has its common stability as well;

conflict can have both negative and positive color; its reasons can be in individual or
group context, without knowing which the conflict solutions are not possible;

conflicts are related with stability and changes in individual or group (organization)
(Jacikevičius A., 1998).
Gailienė et al. (2002) states that many people negatively assess conflicts, because they inflict
intense emotions, condition unpleasant experiences. Conflicts associate with anger, anxiety, despair,
hatred and so on. Negative polarity of conflict‘s visual is influenced by social perception and
learning as well, because this component of social life in public is most often named as
phenomenally negative, in this way the constructive side of conflict phenomenon attributing to
discussions or other social forms of communication.
So, although the side of negative polarity is emphasized in society most often, it is important
to note, that conflicts can be stimulus and advance mover. They encourage search of new solutions
changing and improving regular forms of behavior, adapting in changing environment.
Interpersonal and internal conflicts are named as stimulus of mutual and personality relationship
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development and improvement. During crashes people gain possibility to know better themselves
and others (Gailienė et al. 2002).
Many authors indicate subjective perception of conflict situation, emphasize, that recognition
of situation proneness to conflict is determined by person‘s sensitivity, his/her individual
experience, motives, orientations of value-systems. The research shows (Almonaitienė et al. 2005,
2008) that people begin to assess communication situation as conflict one if they penetrate the
following signs:

at least one communication participant experiences threat;

typical mutual interaction, behavior (individuals fight against each other and wish to
harm each another, to get there, assert one‘s truth, write complaints, aggressively behave and other);

participants of interaction do not understand each other, trying to reach different
objectives, not following moral principles;

strong negative sensations (nervous tense, suffering, aggressive mood, anger and
other);

unpleasant feelings experienced though they are not shown externally and opposite
positions are not poured out openly (Almonaitienė et al. 2005).
Petrulytė (2004) excludes the following conflict signals, signs: psychological discomfort,
incident, disagreement (several incidents, strong, unpleasant feelings), crisis (extreme conflict stage,
expressed with loss of self-control, violation of behavior norms).
Edelman (1997) discloses beginnings appropriate to the conflicts. They must be regarded
solving conflicts.
Cross-purposes and unidentified relations arise when one side understands and reacts to
another side in totally different way than it was expected.
Dishonesty: when people are not telling truth to each other we can state, that a conflicts will
arise earlier or later. The act of lying is not necessary for the conflict rise, it‘s enough to name not
all truth or submit deformed, fragmented information. Such communication circumstances can
destructively influence further process, because it can be named as partial dishonesty.
Neglect. Conflict situations arise from that participating sides are not keeping their
responsibilities, avoid to accept liability for acts performed by them etc.
Attitudes are significant factors influencing conflict solution and its rise. Following the
attitudes, encouraging hearing of opponents of communication interaction, understanding their
needs and motives almost always is a step forward to positive, constructive way of conflict solution,
however, if negative attitudes are followed, the way tends towards destructive conflict.
Particular self-confidence in own opinion and beliefs. Striving to protect personal beliefs
without search of common positions, points of contacts, inevitably arise a destructive conflict.
Inability to establish limits: inability to identify clearly what things are desirable, achievable;
inability to name them to the opposing side of potential conflict. This circumstance diminishes
likelihood of mutually acceptable situation solution, encourages negative expression of emotional
status and feelings.
Inappropriate conflict solution. Many people don‘t know how to react to the occurred conflict
situation. Conflicting situations most often become complex situations when frustration influence
lasts longer and arise distrust to partners of communication act, other negative emotions; when
constructive solution is not achieved to solve rising hardships, but orientation is taken towards
mechanisms of psychological defense, i.e. preparation to defend or attack; the one tries to ingratiate
and sometimes to deny existence of occurring problems, to self-retreat.
Fear can be considered as the main drive, hiding behind dishonesty, too great confidence in
own value-system, inability to establish clear limits and all other defending actions, preventing form
honest and open communication. When conflicting situation is rising, its gravity is evaluated. If
possibilities to win are evaluated as poor, a decision is made that being respectable or vulnerable is
unsafe, because the anger, hostility or revenge of opponent is feared. Fear can also arise from
inability to identify situation relevantly, to exclude priorities of communication act etc.
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Latent scheme: a situation when one side has latent intentions or motives. Conscious and
unconscious schemes are named (Edelman, 1997).
Petrulytė (2004) excludes these conflict reasons: life-enchanting needs, limited resources,
different values, perception, interests, and psychological needs. Barvydienė et al. (1996) states that
one of most often present conflict reasons is inability to view situation flexibly, without
preconceptions. Easily entangled persons, getting into conflict with the people round about most
often are stubborn, inert individuals, who hate behaviour reluctant to their principles. Supposedly,
proneness to conflict is typical for individuals, who are striving to reach recognition of the people
round about, to acquire high public state at any price. Conflicts are also encouraged by unreal
requirements set to the surrounding environment, which are influenced by self-overestimate,
because person feels more important than the surrounding people, able to manipulate, not to follow
common standards of common social behavior (Lakis et al. 1996).
So, conflict in scientific literature is interpreted as a general problem, influencing all involved
people or groups, having their own needs. Reasons of disagreements include particular social field,
in which conflicting sides have possibility to find new points of contact, if constructive conflict
solution is achieved. It is emphasized that conflicting persons not always are able to form apparent
conflict reasons. A moment of conception that situation is conflict is related with trespass of
individual threshold of tolerance: the individual is objecting, bursts out, his/her patience is
ehxausted. After trespassing threshold of tolerance things start to dominate which contrast and
divide individuals. Opponent activity is directed towards each other, risks and obstacles for values
and reaches are seen (Шейнов, 2006).
To identify positive aspects of conflict, constructive solution ways, conflict structure is
analyzed in scientific literature as well. It is emphasized that every conflict has some objective
content.
First of all in every conflict crash there are two or more conflict participants. Main conflict
participants sometimes named as competitors, opponents. Often in conflict a person can be found,
who started conflict – the initiator (who not necessary is mistaken). In this aspect status of
conflicting sides is important, which is determined by level of possibilities of objectives realization,
individual‘s “power”, expressed by his/her physical, material, social, intellectual faculties,
knowledge, skills, social experience, and social relations. Individuals and groups (coalitions)
supporting conflicting sides and other participants are also named: the persons, who sometimes are
related with a conflict and influence its process (conflict panders, organizer and so on).
Conflict object – objectively existing or imagined problems, conflict reasons, core. Conflict
object can be material, social or spiritual value, which is reached by both opponents.
Environment - conditions, in which the conflict is proceeded, in other words, is micro/macro
environment. Evaluation of environment allows analyze conflict as social situation (Almonaitienė et
al., 2005). Researchers emphasize that every conflict has psychological content as well, which is
encompassing motives (interior stimulus to start conflict, trying to satisfy one‘s needs, sometimes it
is hard to determine real conflict motives, because they can be unrevealed), conflict behavior
(conflict participants’ actions of opposite direction, having certain own principles, e.g., strength and
time economy, etc.), strategies and tactics (Almonaitienė et al.,2005).
To solve conflict relevantly, it is necessary not only clear out composition of this
phenomenon, but what process of conflict is going on as well. In scientific literature the following
main conflict process stages are excluded:
 occurrence of conflict situation;
 perception and awareness of it (feeling and mood is going worse, contacts with an opponent
are limited, adverse relation occurs);
 open confrontational interaction, when one of opponents undertakes active actions
(warnings, statements, threats, instructive actions at discretion and similar);
 conflict development, when positions of participants are actively expressed and fight for
them;
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conflict solution or solution delay (sometimes unsolved relations continue long time)
(Monginaitė, 2010).
Conflict stages are excluded as well (start, rise, conflict peak, fall), which during the conflict
can repeat several times. The more stage cycles repeat during the conflict, the less are possibilities
to solve it. All conflict stages essentially is natural and inevitable experience but many people
assess it as negative (Monginaitė, 2010).
In summary it is important to indicate, that various researchers approach conflict in a different
way, however most complementary definitions show up that conflict is not necessary negative
phenomenon of social, psychological polarity character, significant with problem, which arose from
interests, motives, assets, and provisions crash solution in one of chosen ways. Referring to
constructive attitude, all sides involved in the conflict can gain positive experience: the knowledge
to assess oneself more objectively is acquired, understanding of others, skills of analysis is
acquired, and personality is toughened up
Conflict is an opportunity to clear different attitudes or opinions, it is an impulse to implement
changes,
a
possibility
to
clear
intercommunion
and
strengthen
them.
[http://www.museums.lt/Ateitis/images/Kurkime_ateities_muz_leidinys/leidinys_28_31.pdf]
Table 1. Conflict concepts
Authors
D. Petrulytė (2005)
D. Račelytės (2009)
A. Šalčiaus (2009)
S. P. Robbins (2003)
D. Antinienė et al.
(2005)
J. Guščinskienė (2002)

Concepts
Work quarrel is comprehended as conflict between at least two subjects of work
relations, when one of them raise certain requirements or wishes, and the other subject
partly or fully rejects or otherwise ignores mentioned requirements.
Conflict is comprehended separation of interests and sides conviction, that their
existing at the same time objectives can’t be implemented.
Conflict is different opinions and creeds on some question or problem of team
members.
Conflict is defined as a process, in which A purposefully tries to counterbalance
B’s efforts, using some blocking forms, limiting B’s possibilities to reach his/her
objectives or expand his/her interests.
Conflict is an interaction of almost equal strength, but opposite direction forces, it
is crash of incompatible motives, interests, opinions, and moods. Conflict always
raises strong emotional feelings.
Organizational conflict will be only that, which is raised by specific qualities of
organization or structure and its interaction with other organizations, organizational
dynamics, personal qualities of individuals, while they are pursuing roles appointed by
organization.
Source: composed by authors

To rise a conflict, conflict situation is necessary. Conflict situation (Guščinskienė, 2002, p. 96)
is contradictory positions of the sides on some question, reaching opposite objectives and using
various means to reach them, disagreement of interests.
Summarizing concepts of many conflicts, it can be stated (Račelytė, 2009, p. 7) that general
qualities of phenomenon, which can be named as a conflict, are the following:

Players or conflict sides. To make conflict exist, some conflict
participants are necessary, usually at least two conflict sides. Analyzing conflict, past of
conflict sides is important, exactly how participants understand their roles, what
resources they have.

Incompatibility. Presence of opposite poles is important for the conflict
to be arisen. Conflict will happen when requirements of the sides are impossible to be
implemented using at the same time the same resources. Activity of conflict sides is
encouraged by incompatible requirements, suggestions, and opinions.

Behavior, actions. Activity of at least one conflict side is important.
Forms of activity can be very different.
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So the conclusion can be made that the main conflict components are three: players, activity
and incompatibility.
In summary, we can state, that conflict is perceptible as a situation, in which crash discrepant
opinions of team members, together with different ways and methods of objective reaching, which
are exposed by negative emotions. Conflicts according to various criteria are divided into types,
sorts, and in different sources of literature are submitted differently.
Having provided analysis of scientific literature most researchers (Griškevičienė (2002),
Bagdonas and Bagdonienė (2000), Račelytė (2009), Sakalas ir Šilingienė (2000)) exclude four main
conflict types (Table 2).

Table 2. Main four conflict types
Conflict types
Personal (inner) conflict

Intercommunication conflicts

Person and group conflicts

Inter-group conflicts

Description
Can be expressed in various forms. One of most widely spread forms is role
conflict, when one person is raised controversial requirements. Personal conflict
can arise from incompatibility of risen requirements with personal interests or
valuables. Researches show that personal conflicts are often related with
dissatisfaction with performed work, distrust of his/her power or organization, and
with stresses.
It is most spread conflict type. Organization can express itself variously. Most
often it is fight of heads of separate subdivisions for limited resources, capital,
labor power and so on. Interpersonal conflict can express itself as as a crash of
separate personalities as well. People of different characters, opinions and assets
simply can’t agree well.
Arise when groups set their behavior norms. However, if separate person’s
expectations do not coincide with groups’ expectations, he/she can occupy position
different than group’s. In this case the conflict will rise inevitably between separate
person and the group.
Arise for official and unofficial groups, because they have their own
objectives. Here conflicts between unofficial groups and authority are possible,
between administration and trade unions, etc. However, probably most often
conflicts of this type arise between separate subdivisions, with the presence of
different objectives of these subdivisions.
Source: composed by authors, according to analysis of literature sources.

S. Lileikis (2008) and E. Bagdonas, L. Bagdonienė (2000), differentiate conflicts according to
functional and dysfunctional character into:

Constructive conflicts, which are rational, without emotions conflicts,
which participants try to find ways of solution, accept equal responsibility for
consequences, professionally communicate, and which:
o encourage new ideas, creativity;
o prevent organization from stability fossilization;
o improve quality of decisions;
o help to improve personality, inter-relations, organization integrity.

Destructive conflicts, which are inefficient; they are based on affected
emotions of conflicting ones, and which:
o encourage intrigues;
o form stereotype mindset;
o raise threat to organization stability and survival;
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o decline quality of decisions, providing them with fragmentary character;
o destroy inter-relations and organization integrity.
In summary, according to various research data, J. Kasiulis and V. Barvydienė (2004) compose
the cycle of conflict types (Fig. 4).
INTERPERSONAL

STRUCTURAL
CONFLICTS

PSEUDOCONFLICTS

INTERESTS‘

VALUES‘

Figure 4. Circle of conflict types. Source: Kasiulis J., Barvydienė ( 2004).

Pseudoconflicts are various misunderstandings, most often due to the lack of information;
imperfection of its acceptance and transfer structures. Pseudoconflicts are arisen by false
information. They are solved developing communication, ensuring enough and reliable information.
Values’ conflicts are crash of individual essential moral, social, political, aesthetical
provisions. They are solved correcting positions, principles and value orientations.
Interests’ conflicts are psychological and procedural (objectives are the same, but methods of
reaching are incompatible) and emic (persons are reaching different objectives). Such conflicts are
solved by negotiations.
Structural conflicts are limitations of production organization (technique, technologies, harm),
work organization limitations – vague workers’ functions, limitations of their roles, inappropriate
location of people; absence of confirmation of role expectations, functional incompatibility of
collective members; ineffective communication between group administration. These conflicts are
solved, locating people relevantly, precisely determining their functions and roles, pursuing
necessary changes in structures.
Intercommunication conflicts in any collective are most important, independently from that,
either they are objective, or subjective. Often intercommunications conflicts convert and four
conflict types are named: pseudoconflicts, interests, assets and structural. They arise from
personality incompatibility and various communication problems.
Conflicts can be classified according to the set of factors: their solution ways to forcible, nonforcible; their origin - to political, social, economical, organizational. They can be divided
according to subordination into horizontal, vertical, diagonal; according to degree - to open, hidden;
according to needs into resources, status; according to life sphere into family, work, everyday life,
political; according to term – short, long-term; according to emotional tension – high, mean, low;
according to intensity divided to high, mean, low; according to direction into direct, lateral;
according to agent to active, passive; according to conflict control divided to controlled,
uncontrolled. In summary, it can be stated, that conflicts are inevitable, in any situation
determination of conflict type is very important in conflict control, without knowing conflict type it
will be hard to control it or solve it. Before starting to solve conflict it is very important to clear out
what are the reasons of the conflict. Only after precisely determining from what all started the
effective elimination of the problem can be expected. Conflicts have many various reasons for
arising. G. Budžinskas (2010) excludes two main conflict reasons: objective, which are existing,
phenomena of material world, and subjective – essentially they are subjective, personal situation
assessment based on every person‘s experience, assets, wishes, objectives, fears, psychological
problems, character traits and so on. Most often they are arisen from several reasons (Fig. 5).
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On A. Petrulytė (2008) opinion, most often reasons of conflict – inability to look at a situation
flexibly, without prejudices.
INACCURATE
AUTHORITY,
DISTRIBUTION
OF TASKS

UNCLEAR,
DIFFERENT
AIMS

DIFFERENT
OPINIONS AND
ASSETS

RESOURCE
DISTRIBUTION

CONFLICT REASONS
DIFFERENT
STATUS
INSUFFICIENT
INFORMATION

PERSONAL
ASPECTS

Fig. 5. Conflict reasons. Source: Butkus, F., S. (2008), Šalčius, A. (2009), Sakalas, A. (2003),
Valackienė, A. (2010).

Unclear, different aims. This reason is very often, which inflicts unfounded objectives and
requirements to various participants of common work for other participants work, because team
members are provided with different functional objectives. If there is no suitable coordination,
individual and group objectives are risen over common ones and only during conflict the balance is
restored.
Inaccurate authority, distribution of tasks. This reason occurs then, when team members or
all command exactly don’t know, what jobs they must perform, for what they are responsible, what
rights they own while using resources.
Resource distribution. Resources are limited in all organizations. All leaders try to get as
many human, financial, informational and other resources. This enables them to reach necessary
objectives by less efforts. Therefore distributing various resources conflicts are inevitable.
Different status. Team members, having different status, can use this position while reaching
their own interests. An individual, having higher status, can deny suggestions of other individuals.
Sometimes this is appropriate to leaders, wishing to demonstrate power of authority.
Differences in opinions and assets. This reason is one of most common. Concrete situation is
accepted by a person not as real, but as his/her perception. This perception depends on person’s
opinion, asset system. Essentially different opinions on the same situation can rise serious
misunderstandings. Different behavior and experience of people increase conflict possibility even
more. There are such people, who simply create conflicting environment: they are aggressive,
hostile to any idea, they are ready to argue for every nothing. Role problems, arising because the
person, coming to organization, accepts particular role, which is necessary for the organization, and
communicating ones with him/her raise requirements, inappropriate with person’s role
understanding.
Personal aspects. Sometimes individuals for different personal qualities feel to each other
contraposition and do not agree on all questions without exceptions. Personal hostility
Insufficient information. Transfer of wrong information can be as conflict reason and as a
result also. It can work as conflict catalyst, preventing certain workers or their group from
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perceiving situation and position of others. Conflicts can be inflicted by inaccurate criteria of
assessment, wrong official instructions, regulation of department and so on
Accordingly to Sakalas (2003) conflict is not always open, it is important to leader to determine
its beginning. Conflict is appropriate with certain symptoms:

Evasion and resistance (constant resistance, negative reaction to any
suggestion of concrete person);

Aggression and hostility (inappropriate, undue talk, angry looks, hostile
notices, deliberate errors, in several cases "the wall");

Obstinacy and density ("correct" behavior referring to rules);

Evasion (from cooperation);

Exaggerated conformance (any his/her ideas, conforms to any opinion);

Disinterest (standoff from common problems);

Formalism (official form and unnatural friendship).
Račelytė (2009) indicates five reasons groups: assets, interests, information, structures and
qualities conflicts (Table 2).
Table 2. Conflict reasons
Conflict reason group

Conflict sources

Information conflicts

Lack of information;
Incorrect information;
Different understanding and interpretation of information;
Different opinion on what is important;
Different evaluation ways, procedures.
Strong emotions;
Wrong perception or stereotypes;
Inappropriate communication or lack of communication;
Repetitive negative behavior.
Destructive behavior or concept;
Unequal control, uneven partition of property or resources;
Unequal power and authority;
Geographical, physical and environment factors, preventing
cooperation;
Time restrictions.
Perception or existing competition for different content,
procedural or psychological interests.
Different assessment criteria of behavior and ideas;
Different way of life;
Ideology;
Religion;
Entirely very important objectives.
Source: Račelytė, D. (2009)

Relation conflicts

Structure conflicts

Interest conflicts
Asset conflicts

Supposedly, one of main conflict reasons is inability to determine and implement undivided
objectives, tasks, resources, assets, and personal aspects. Trying to avoid conflict essential matters,
such as resources distribution, work distribution, objectives determination, and conveyance of
information is very important. Conflict reasons can be very many, however their successful
detection influence successful conflict control. To manage successfully a conflict, it is necessary to
clear essential conflict phase and stages, which we will examine in the following section.
2.2. Examination of conflict process
Conflict process consist of two main concepts - conflict stages and conflict phases
(Lekavičienė, R., et al. 2010), conflict stages show essential moments of conflict development and
usually are divided into five stages (Fig. 5).
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Occurrence of conflict situation

It is intuitively felt that something is not as it
was before

Perception of conflict situation

Communication raise irritation or
excitement: this is a signal about started
conflict
.
Limitation of contacts with potential

Beginning of open conflict

opponent is started, relations with others

situation

become a resource of tension.
Development of open conflict

Fierce disputes, compulsion, loss of control.
Regular behavior norms are not followed.

Openly expressed different

Conflict conclusion

provisions and requirements, which can
with and termination of relations.
Fig. 5. Conflict stages. Source: Misevičius, V., Urbonienė R. (2006)

Accordingly to A. Sakalas and V. Šilingienė (2000) effective control of conflict means finding
and implementing constructive ways of conflict solution. A very conflict control involves particular
whole of rational actions, involving several thorough, consequent stages. (Table 3)

Table 3. Process of conflict control
Stages

Stage description

Achieved result

Stage 1

Conflict identification

Stage 2

Conflict analysis

Stage 3

Conflict solution

Determined conflict‘s
Object
Sides
Organization areas
Determined possible conflict
Consequences
Reasons
Satisfied most effective conflict solution
way for existing situation.
Source: Sakalas, A., Šilingienė, V. (2000)

Accordingly to Sakalas and Šilingienė (2000) determination of conflict development steps
allow to clear out conflict history, how long it is lasting and what is present stadium of conflict.
When conflict lasts a long time, usually it gets deeper, involves more people, an extent of possible
consequences increases. According to possible conflict end nine stadiums of three conflict
development stages can be excluded as following:
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Step One: tension. Conflict is yet relatively quiet, communication seems regular and usual.
However, reach of common understanding takes more time and energy already. As chance offers,
short attacks happen. However, taking generally, both sides are convinced that proper conversation
can solve all disagreements.
Step Two: discussions. Evident irritability conditions sharper inter-discussions.
Communication climate comes colder, occurs polarization. Openness is used as tactic manoeuvre,
by which opposite sides demonstrate how they live and feel.
Step Three: works against words. What is said from what is done start clearly differ in this
step, competition comes sharper. Participating sides try to fight for dominating position, supporting
fractions are formed.
Step Four: forming of image and coalitions. Strictness is felt in the conflict. Conflicting sides
get into stereotypical assessments on what is black and what is white. There is no fear for victims.
Now it is important to involve more allies into the conflict. The efforts are put to show out clearly
and attractively as possible and suggest his/her opinion.
Step Five: strengthening of the positions. Participating sides of the conflict try to disclose each
other fearing to lose his/her positions, they attack opponent’s image. Climate comes dangerous and
poisonous. Participating sides are convinced that there is no way backwards.
Step Six: threats. Transition from Step Five to Step Six comes automatically. To minimize each
another, the conflicting sides often undertake threat tactic. It is expressed by threatening
ultimatums.
Step Seven: limited corrosive hit. Opponent is getting fierce, outrageous every time. When
prejudice is increasing, the threat seems greater than it is in reality. Conflicting sides are
concentrating their power to harm his/her opponent as much as possible.
Step Eight: destruction. Destructive opinion and attacks come more frequent. Opponent’s
central nervous system is attacked, trying to paralyse it. Sides are ready for big sacrifice, the only
purpose is to survive.
Step Nine: together into the abyss. Step backwards is not possible anymore. Sides are fighting
thoughtless. The only purpose is to carry the opponent to the abyss together.
Determination of the step of the conflict development has to be as early as possible, because the
further, the bigger will be likelihood of the wrong conflict consequences and process of conflict
control will become more difficult. (Sakalas and Šilingienė, 2000, p. 159 – 160)
Accordingly to Petrulytė (2008) conflict stages closely linked with conflict dynamics and
stages. Four conflict stages are divided (Table 4), which repeat during conflict, therefore the
possibility to solve conflict becomes less.
Table 4. Conflict conclusion possibility in different conflict stages
Conflict stage

Initial stage

Conflict stage
Conflict arise and start to develop;

Possibility to solve conflict
92%

Conflict awareness
Raise stage

Beginning of open confrontation

46%

Culmination

Open conflict exposure

Less than 5%

Reflux

-

Cir. 20%
Source: Gailienė, D., Bulotaitė, L., Sturlienė, N. (2003)

B. Leonienė (2001) suggests that if we observe conflict as a process, we can exclude several
development stages in it:
 Peeve. It is felt by one or all sides, having concurrent interests, being not able to reach
desirable objectives or feeling exterior irritation;
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Perception of situation. Every peeved side creates his/her own model of situation perception
– defines problem and clears its reasons. The model is created being peeved, therefore most
often it is very subjective, not self-critical, because the reasons are searched outside, often
even accusing other side with angry will;
 Choice of behavior style conditioned by perception of situation. Depends on perseverance of
conflicting sides to reach own objectives and on their mood to adjust interests;
o Avoidance. Conflicting sides not obstinately reach his/her objectives, though without
mood to satisfy needs of the other side – crash of interests is present, but the conflict
fades.
o Competition. Both sides obstinately reach their objectives and are not intended to
surrender to each other – conflict becomes stronger.
o Agreement. Conflicting sides equally minded and reaching their objectives and
satisfy other side‘s requirements. Therefore the sides find common decision.
o Adaptation. One conflicting side refuses his/her objectives, providing priority to
interests of the other side.
o Cooperation. Conflicting sides teamwise find possibility to satisfy interests of both
sides.
 Reaction of other conflict side to chosen behavior style;
 Further actions, inflicting suitable after-effects.
In summary we can state that conflicts are concurrent from phases and stages. To
manage conflicts effectively we must know what stadium reached the conflict.
2.3. Conflict control analysis
Conflict management and solution is a complicated matter. Knowledge on conflict types,
reasons, conflict process only is not enough. The main purpose of organization is to know how to
control conflicts relevantly.
On opinion of D. Račelytė (2009), conflict control is research and practical activity, in which
different measurements are applied to conflict management, as well as to dispute prevention and
solution. Conflict management is control process of conflict or certain conflict group, in which
influence is made either by abilities and skills of individual participant or institutional mechanisms.
Conflict control process is pursued by participants themselves or exterior forces (public institutions,
authority, employers, special persons etc.). Conflict management involves use of theories from
many scientific matters in the organizational environment context as usual. Specialists define that
conflict solution and conflict control differs, however, there is no single opinion on context and
ratio of these two activities. Some authors think, that conflict solution concept is more enhancing
than conflict solution.
In a broader sense to manage conflicts means to create such political, legal, organizational and
educational environment, in which negotiation union is in plant - social subjects solve problems and
disputes
by
negotiations
or
invoking
the
third
side
–
mediator
[http://www.mruni.eu/lt/mokslo_works/vpa/archyvas/dwn.php].
As it was mentioned above, conflicts are inevitable matter both in personal life, and in any
enterprise or organization. Conflicts between other workers and between authority and workers are
possible as well, therefore it is tried to determine effective methods for conflict management.
Several ways are used for conflict management (Table 5).
Table 5. Ways of conflict control
Ways
Structural

Methods


Anticipation of work requirements is one of most effective methods,

trying to avoid dysfunctional conflict. It is important to know, what results have to be
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reached, what is achieved in reality, who ought to get information, what are obligations
and responsibility of every person.


Integration and coordination. One of most common mechanisms is

authority chain. Clear authority hierarchy regulates people‘s intercommunion,
decision making and organization of information exchange flows.


Structure of encouragement system. Using various compensation forms

it is possible to influence people‘s behavior so that they would avoid dysfunctional
conflict consequences. However it‘s very important that encouragement system
wouldn‘t condition unprofitable behavior.


Higher level objectives. Such objectives can’t be reached working

separately, common activity is necessary. When general efforts of team members to
reach such objectives are encouraged, the contradictions, contrapositions are
diminished, and confrontation becomes impossible.


Negotiations. This way is effective when opponents separate

themselves from pretensions of personal character and conflict is solved for the sake
of development of organization activity.


Mechanisms of coordination and integration. This is one of most

common mechanisms – command chain.


Determination of precise work tasks. Having precisely determined

functions and having determined tasks and responsibility, the conflicts can be
avoided.
 Encouragement of communications. Adjusting different opinions relevant
communication flows have positive influence. Possibility to exchange information
very often helps to regulate conflict.
Personal



Avoidance means a person tries to avoid conflict, not to get into such

situations, which provokes disagreements. Avoidance can not be identified with
opportunism, when necessary, his/her, group or collective interests have to be
defended: the conflict is excused.


Remission. Such tactic means, that person appeals to solidarity feeling,

tries to decrease tension. However in this case the very problem is often forgotten.


Pressure. Others at any price are forced to accept one or another

opinion. The one who is acting this way is not interested in ideas of others. Usually
such person is aggressive and tries to affect others compulsory.


Compromise means, that creed of the other side are accepted with

reservations. Ability to find compromises is very appreciated in management, because
this is a way to satisfy both confronting sides.
 Problem solution adjusting various group work methods. Here difference of
opinions is appreciable, everybody is ready to hear every opinion and to look for
optimal solution versions adjusting specific methods.
Power-grounded
strategies



Negotiations – direct discussion or negotiation of sides when main

objective is to win;
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Threats – one side threats forcing the other side to submit;



Shake-up – stronger third side shakes-up work or responsibility to solve

the problem;


Stimulation, power rendering to movement – direct leader renders to

the sides strong stimulus to find decision by themselves;


Coalition creation – one side ranges coalition forcing the other side to

submit.
Right-grounded
strategies



Surveillance councils, management solution – surveillance council or

board examine attitudes of all participating sides and recommends decision.


Review of the person of the same social status – equivalent person

hears all sides and submits his/her suggestion.


Competitive intervention – direct leader hears all conflict sides and

suggests his/her decision.


Fact finding or research – independent process, during which neutral

third side examines disagreement and submits to the sides conclusions determined
important necessary facts.


Early neutral evaluation – the third sides, usually lawyers or other

experts, hear arguments and reasoning and submit their advices for topics or
disagreement assets, for agreement relief or process objectives of the dispute solution.


Arbitration – in a broad sense it is a set of dispute solution processes, in

which quarrel is submitted impartially to the third side, which renders possibility to
the sides to submit their evidence and arguments and submit decision how the dispute
has to be solved.
Strategies grounded by
interests



Negotiations – direct discussion or negotiation of the sides, when sides

try to find acceptable decision to all participants;


Advising – the third side submits his/her suggestions how to manage

conflict.


Facilitation (relief) – negotiation process, during which sides solve

disagreements in the meetings with the help of meeting moderator, facilitator.


Mediation (mediation) – the third side helps to conflict participants

negotiate between themselves so that they could solve conflict by themselves and
reach agreement for disputed questions.


Mediation without direct meeting of the sides: the third side

individually talks with all sides to help them solve their problem by themselves.
Source: Sakalas, A. (2003),. Šalčius, A. (2009), Račelytė, D. (2009)

Power-grounded strategies – power competition when every side wishes to pursue his/her
goals using his/her available power, often trying to force other side to submit.
Strategies grounded by law – participants look for the solution depending on determination
who is right according to certain accepted behavior norms.
Interest-grounded strategies – participants try to find decision acceptable to all, matching
interests, which are making basis for every of their objectives.
Accordingly to J. Guščinskienė (2002) conflict management is purposeful activity, by which
reasons inflicting conflict are intended to be excluded or behavior of conflict participants to be
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corrected. Some conflict management methods can be found in sociological literature. After being
summarized they are divided into several groups:

Internal personal methods – they encourage us to behave relevantly, to
know how to pour opinion without offending other organization members and without
provoking their defensive reactions.

Structural methods – they often affect organizational conflicts, which
arise from inappropriate distribution of positions, work organization, encouragement
system and so on. To this method group can be attributed the following issues: rise of
requirements or explanations; mechanisms of coordination and integration; common
organizational goals; use of award system.

Intercommunication methods – when conflict situation is risen or after
conflict rise its participants have to choose further behavior form, style, given their
interests would be vulnerable as few as possible;

Negotiations – this method involves many individual activity areas,
various aspects of their communication and various tactics, directed towards search of
solution which would be acceptable to the conflict sides;

Aggressive retaliaton – such actions are undertaken very rarely (only in
ultimate cases), when the objective was not reached by the methods listed above.
There is the opinion that effectively managed conflicts can be useful to organization. Conflict
can be solved by ways of management, however, every conflict has different reasons, which have to
be regarded choosing conflict control way. Having correctly determined conflict reasons, the
conflicts would be solved correctly by conflict management means.
2.4. Conflicts in group
Group is a fellowship of people, which members are joined under common sign - activity,
relations, interests or the same organization (Jacikevičius, 1998; Almonaitienė, 2005 et al.). With
regard to that that groups members constantly or episodically communicate, reaching common
objectives, choosing and adjusting means and methods their implementation, expressing
inadequacies of individual opinions, which are able to condition not only constructive, but
destructive conflict expression as well with regard to personality or group, during which between
two or more sides (between two or more persons, person and group, between groups) a crash of
opposite interests, provisions, objectives or means of objective reaching is happening. Conflict
forms personality principles to the people inflicting conflict and to all what is related with them
(Suslavičius, 1998).
Qualities of conflicts arising in the group depend on group structure, individual and group
characteristics of its members, and on objectives, which are raised to group activity and on personal
activity objectives of every group member as well, and acceptable action means to implement them.
Adult student groups are attributable to category of official communication groups, activity of
which is officially orientated to participation in process of education or self-education. It is
observed that beside common group objectives most of group members have personal goals,
encouraged by competition and other factors. Objectives and activity motives of individual group
members often are not disclosed. The group name itself indicates that its members are adult
individuals, most often acting in group under official communication rules, norms. Named
circumstances condition particularity of group conflict, qualities of their solution means, and
potential variety.
In scientific literature, subject to chosen distribution criterion, different interpersonal conflict
sorts are named. Emphasis is put on latent and manifestation conflicts (Monginaitė, 2010 et al.).
The conflict can be named latent when parting of their occupied position and disagreement between
their objectives is not growing into feelings of combatants. Manifest conflict is expressed by
conflict actions as well, which inflict harm to both sides.
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With regard to process of conflict scientific literature excludes institutional and noninstitutional conflicts. In first case conflict source, which is leading towards disagreements, is lying
inside of organization. Non-institutional conflict process is unpredictable, because conflicts can
evidence at any time, so their management needs different methods (Myers, 2010 et al.).
According to content and process conflicts are classified into the following issues as well:

antagonistic conflict is developing according to principle ”all or nothing”, when
compromise is impossible; solution is possible only when opponents refuses to accpet their
objectives;

non-antagonistic conflict – when one opponent reaching his/her objective
(approaching towards it) distances others from their objectives of reach; in such cases we can talk
about conflict goals; no one opponent can improve his/her status without making worse the status of
the other one;

impartial conflict arises independently from opponent‘s will and wishes; conflicting
situation is determined by objective conditions, and incident arises occasionally; such conflicts can
be solved only when objective conditions, raising conflict situation, are changed;

subjective conflict arises then when opponents raise conflict situation purposefully,
reaching some concrete objectives; these conflicts can end subjectively – by initiative of one or
several opponents, or objectively – after change in conflict situation;

objective conflict is a conflict, in which object of common activity and purpose are
conflict motives;

in emotional conflict relations between opponents can be not related with conflict
object. It is raised by antipathy and hostile feelings. Objective and object of such conflict is formed
by previously developed relations; conflict can be solved in two ways: to separate opponents, that
they wouldn‘t have common activity; to be occupied with intense psychological work, i.e. try to
change principles of opponents, educate tolerance, encourage review of value principles, to look at
what is going on otherwise.
Objective and emotional conflicts inter-related in a special way. Objective conflicts or their
continuous chain, when opponents are stable, when psychological laws are working, usually turns
into emotional conflict. Negative relations between people are formed (Chomentauskas et al.,1996;
Gailienė et al., 2002).
Robbins (2006) states that there are three conflict sorts – the ones of task, relation and
process. Task conflict connected with work content and objectives. Relation conflict has connection
with people‘s relations. Process conflict is connected with the way how work is performed.
Researches show that relation conflicts almost always are dysfunctional, because friction and
personal hostilities, appropriate to relation conflicts, sharpen personal crashes and decrease
understanding of intercommunion. Pursuing tasks of organization additional hardships arise. Small
process conflicts and small and mean task conflicts are the functional ones. To make process
conflict productive, it has to be small. Intense disputes on who what must do become dysfunctional
if they raise tension due to task-related roles, extend time of task performance and make leaders
adjust contradictory goals. Small and mean task conflicts positively affect results of group activity,
encourage discussions, occurrence of new ideas, which help to reach better group results (Robbins,
2003).
Edelman (1997) states that conflicts can be personal and structural. It‘s very important to
know the difference between these conflicts, which can be named personal, and those which are of
structural character. Essentially both these types are fully different. Personal conflict is connected
with special personalities or special attitude to them. Structural conflict is of common character, it is
typical in certain circumstances or for people groups participating in conflict. This is a problem,
arising both from situation and from some individuals which are related with it. Structural disputes
are not personal. For example, while working in group the disputes can arise or misunderstandings
for different level of mastered knowledge, performing group tasks. If personal qualities of
participating sides will not be taken as an appeal in these conflicts, early determined order and
situation elements become important to be emphasized. It is a structural conflict. If the conflict in
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working group arises from pleasing or unpleasing personal qualities of other individual or their
group, it will be personal conflict.
In psychological literature interpersonal conflicts sorts with regard to conflict rising reasons
are excluded as well.
Asset conflict is conflict situations, in which crash essential (having special meaning) beliefs
and provisions of communication participants: moral, political, religious, social, and aesthetic. They
are different value orientations of interaction participants, which are determining particular
behavior. Asset conflict arise when present differences start to prevent people‘s communication,
when somebody is trying to “invade“other person’s rights and values. Interaction participants often
try to change one another‘s beliefs or enforce his/her creed, favour, concepts and it can determine
conflicts.
Interest conflict is a crash of different interests (objectives, plans, needs, wishes, motives) of
communication participants and incompatible means of their reaching. Such situations yet again are
named as resource conflicts, because both participants pretend to the same matters – material object,
money, the same occupation, influence zone etc. All situations related with resource distribution
when opposition occurs (division of family finances, things, real estate and other) belong to this
conflict sort.
Norm and behavior rules violation conflict is a situation when moral norms and recognized
social behavior norm requirements are not followed, irrespectively to person’s rights, and when
person’s dignity is humiliated. This situation can be of hidden character (manipulation), based on
agreements and contracts (fee to certain activity discussed by participants, behavior norms
determined by collective, child care and fostering principles, marriage conditions and other). After
violation of norms and rules a wish to consider them occurs, e.g., teenager confers with parents
about his/her return time from school.
Pseudoconflict is a set of various misunderstandings, most often arising from false and noncomprehensive information; disorders of its transfer and acceptance. These conflicts are determined
by unreliable information and consequent misunderstanding (Monginaitė, 2010).
In summary it is important to pay attention to the fact that adult student groups consist of
persons belonging to different social layers, attributed to age groups, significant with individually
formed asset systems, models of acceptable behavior. Though official objectives are foreseen for
this type group activity, every group member, referring to his/her individual needs actualization
system and experience, in a different way understand ways of implementation of the objectives,
which are raised to the group activity, possibilities, and an acceptable degree of objective
implementation. Subject to this the group can face possible crashes of opinions, attitudes,
provisions, assets, interests, etc. Every conflict arising in the group is individual and distinctive.
Rise of every conflict is conditioned by both subjective and objective reasons.
2.5. Escalation and solution of interpersonal conflict
Conflict is considered as constructive only if it doesn‘t embarrass group work, doesn’t distance
reaching of task objectives, encourages group openness to innovations, perfection. Conflict polarity
depends on effectiveness degree of its solution.
Though conflicts are desired to be solved as soon and constructively as possible, however,
many conflicts protract and become deeper. Distinctive regularities are observed in this process, to
define which a conflict escalation concept is used, enhancing situation, when conflict participants
use strict action tactic. Qualities of escalation process depend on participant states, motives and
assets orientations, individual qualities and inner contradictions. During conflict escalation every
participating side changes. These changes intensify conflict and increase tension. Rubin, Pruitt and
Kim (2001) indicate five types of such changes, when the shift is made:

from calm to strict ways to affect the other side;

from small to greater number of negotiated problems or dispute objects;

from partial topics to the common ones;
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from result reaching to the objective to conquer the opponent, to make harm to
him/her;

from small number of participating persons to supporters invoking.
Communication embraces especially hard situations, when conflict opponent doesn‘t try to
find common contacts, move towards solution, but accuses, blames, pours dissatisfaction. When
negative opponent’s open outs are assessed as unfounded, conflict escalation becomes stronger.
Chomentauskas et al. (1996) indicates actions, which sustain the conflict:

disagreement with the accusation;

attack of partner, detraction;

disregard;

unconditional acceptance of fault (Chomentauskas et al.,1996).
Weak conflict escalation can help to find constructive solution of the conflict: to encourage
conflicting sides look for the way out, to be creative and choose most suitable solution means.
However, strong conflict escalation usually raises problems not only to its participants but to that
society part which is related with the conflict, as well (Ignatavičienė, Račelytė, 2003). For example,
aggressive, defensive model structure is merely: it consists of two components, between which a
single-sided interaction is set out. One – aggressor‘s – side, which is reaching desirable changes,
starts to conflict with the other side. In the beginning both sides compete calmly, later strict
measurements are undertaken over and over. It can appear to the conflict participants that additional
drop of their attempts, additionally strict requirements or categorical answeres will force the other
side to submit. In this model of conflict escalation the words aggressor and defensive do not have
fade of assessment, they do not indicate which conflict participant is right and which is not.
Aggressor reaches to change present situation as though and the defensive one is resisting the
changes.
In process of spiral model of conflict escalation strict tactic, applied by one side can raise
other side‘s psychological reaction, encouraging it to undertake strict responsive measurements.
This wakens the first side‘s psychological reaction and the other side tightens his/her tactics.
Referring to the spiral model of conflict escalation it is possible to explain many conflicts, in
which participants repeatedly use more and more other side injuring measurements: older and
greater sins of the opponent are rehearsed during conflict, more injuring words are said and other.
Interpersonal conflict, lasting in this way, sometimes is named “vicious cycle”. Beginning of the
cycle can be some action or word of one side, i. e. initial event. If this step of one side the other side
will interpret as an expression of hostile intentions in regard to it, the conflict will developed for
sure. Having understood hostile intentions of one side, the other side can be overwhelmed by
defensive anger, which would encourage it to undertake reprisal – to contra-attack (Ignatavičienė,
Račelytė, 2003).
Conflict escalation is supported by one human quality: everybody thinks that his/her actions
satisfy norms more and are not so aggressive, as the same actions of other people with regard to
him/her. Therefore, reacting to the attack it is possible to overdo - provocation raise even more
aggressive response and conflict becomes stronger.
With regard that strong conflict escalation is dangerous to reaching and implementation
possibilities of group objectives, it is important not only to identify conflict situations and their
reasons, but also understand what relevant behavior should be adjusted in these situations, reaching
as acceptable results as possible, searching possibilities of constructive solution.
Main conflict solution strategies are named in scientific literature. Avoidance, embarrassment,
adaptation are attributed to destructive conflict solution strategies. And the rest: compromise,
cooperation - are named by researchers as most constructive ones (Almonaitienė, 2008; Suslavičius,
1998).
Avoidance (recession, inactivity). Conflict participants are not defending their rights and
interests, are not looking for solution are not resorting active actions. The conflict is retreated
emotionally, i.e. keeping silence or physically – by leaving. Such behavior even more encourage
one of participants to lift requirements to the opponent or to retreat as well, and the problem can
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grow even more. Adjusting this strategy for the sake of self-defense the one refuses to reach his/her
objectives and to rise a dispute. Person, who avoids to solve a conflict is doing everything with a
purpose not to experience unacceptable tension, avoiding to explain, and often delays discussion on
the controversal question. Avoiding side chooses defense position and tries to solve conflict alone,
trying to sublimate (to pour dissatisfaction in activity), looking for compensation, rationalizing
(minimizing, unaccepting conflict). Such strategy stands up when the one don‘t want to waste
strength vainly; when one feels wrong and situation seems hopeless. Retreat can not affect conflict
process and its end.
Embarrassment. Adjusting this strategy, pressure dominates: the reach to win at any cost. The
other person is disregarded. The dominating one imposes his/her position to the other side,
demonstrates his/her advances of logic and creed in the conversation. This strategy is not providing
long-term results, because losers almost always resist enforced decisions and sabotage them. Such
way of conflict solution justifies when decision has to be accepted quickly; the one acts for safety;
there is a feeling, that there is no other choice; critical situation requires lightning solution.
Adaptation (suppression, surrender). Applying this strategy adjusting participant sacrifices
his/her interests for other participant’s interests. When contraposition occurs he/she is trying to calm
the other side in wild spirits, not to offend his/her feelings and desires, trying to keep good
relations. The attention is not paid to differences of both sides, one side refuses personal interests
for the sake other, if he/she will become happy. Such position is suitable when conflict is not deep
and serious; when the one is trying to support friendly relations; when conflict end is especially
important to the opponent; possibilities to protect own interests is very poor. It‘s not recommended
to follow this strategy, if other side fully misjudges adjustment to him/her, reaches to make
adaptation the rule, is not responding with goodwill.
Compromise. These are mutual surrender. Compromise followers, in conformity with
attitudes of other people and their creed, try to find decision suitable for both sides, which would
join plus and minus in the best way. A person agrees to make surrenders, if his/her opinions are
regarded and the other side follows arranged principles. This strategy is adjustable only then, when
opponent’s interests are fully incompatible; when other attempts to solve the problem are
ineffective; when it‘s more important to keep communication possibility, rather than to protect
his/her interests. Partial compromise solution is inappropriate, because quite soon both sides are
dissatisfied by it and they begin not to follow it.
Cooperation. Adjusting this strategy, sides simply try to discuss occurring problem, they
attempt to define clearly violated interests and desires. In this case both sides pour their attitudes,
discuss and evaluate them. When both conflict participants consider wishes of the other side, try to
overcome disagreements and support each other, taking mutual care. This strategy is especially
useful when problem solution is important to both sides, when they are related by long-term, close
connections. This is a position, supported by principle “I‘d like to win, but I also wish that you win
too” (Almonaitienė et al., 2008).
To implement cooperation the main stages are necessary (Ignatavičienė, Račelytė, 2003.).
Emotional control is obligatory to both participants. To solve the problem emotions have to
be under control. Wish must be shown to dispose of negative strong emotions, trying to move
forward.
Rules suggested to persons of both conflict sides: carefully listen to one another, do not
interrupt, do not be angry and don’t express hostility (even if the submitted statements are not
acceptable), respect each other, try to understand opponent opinion. If one of sides is not following
these rules, it means, that it has no goodwill or didn‘t overcome negative emotions and have to
return to first stage or choose avoidance, adaptation or competition strategies.
To clear positions, the sides have to pour out opinions, attitudes, assessments, and wishes. In
this stage sides are trying to find common interests and focus on them, to look at the situation by
opponent’s eyes. If accusations and critic would be met, it is important not to use defense, not to use
responsive attack. Opponent’s significance would be emphasized solving the problem, without rise
of high requirements
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Detection of hidden wishes and interests. This stage renders possibility to understand why the
other person acted that way, and not otherwise. Comprehensive revelation of motives provides good
results: calm situation is kept and participants of interactions can look at the situation by eyes of
each other.
Suggestion of alternative conflict solution versions. Both sides are encouraged to suggest as
many problem solution versions as possible. It is important to hold fire while assessing suggestions
according to their rationality and validity. After listening all suggestions, sides can select several
best ones. In this stage it is important to disassociate from past wounds, keep constructiveness.
Acceptance of mutually useful solution. This stage requires to show use of accepted solution
to the opponent and his/her input in solution of the conflict, to say thank-you for goodwill
(Ignatavičienė, Račelytė, 2003; Almonaitienė, 2008).
The end of conflict is influenced by its escalation fear, based on previous participant
experience, social connections of the sides and participation in the same groups, as well on norms
and public institutions, dedicated to decrease and solution of the conflicts; similarity of conflict
sides, conflict control skills, problem character, situation qualities.
When conflict participants start to think, that it is not useful to continue the conflict, but
submission is impossible, there is one way out left: to solve the problems. Problem solution by
Rubin, Pruitt and Kim (2001) is regarded as all efforts, trying to find conflict decision acceptable to
both sides. The attempt to solve problem in the beginning of the conflict is quite often and, if it is
successful, it is possible to avoid conflict escalation. Problem solution strategies decrease
probability that contradictions will wantonly become stronger or that the other side will feel arising
threat. However, if the first attempts to solve problems are unsuccessful, participants start to
compete, the conflict grows, and problem is attempted to solve again only by reaching critical point.
So, with an understanding of conflict essence, roots, meaning, reasons, inflicting conflict and
conflict behavior (disputes, ways of fight), it can be stated that conflicts, which are not solved
relevantly, raise negative polarity feelings, suffering, powerlessness, disappointment, wound. To
minimize expression of negative feelings, it can be useful or even necessary in conflict situations to
use help of the third sides to reach the way out from close cycle of actions and reactions - conflict
escalation.
2.6. The third side in conflict decision
The best, when all conflict participants try to put common efforts overcoming disagreements,
when they reveal their interests, priorities, look for various acceptable conflict solution versions,
assess these versions, finding in this way decisions, suitable to all participants. However, sometimes
one side distrusts his/her power, fears, that open deployment of his/her positions and interests can
harm, that opponents can misuse them, that discussion will be more useful for eloquent conflict
participants, who are ready for conversation. In such cases help of the third side is very useful. The
third side – intermediary person, who is impartial, not interested in victory or defeat of any side
(Almonaitienė et al. 2005).
Gliokler (2003) states that stranger, impartial person, having heard every conflicting side,
efficiently weighting situation, can bias every side to constructive work. This renders possibility not
to develop conflict, but concentrate on search of constructive solution.
Intermediary is not submitting his/her solution to debating sides. His/her task is to support
negotiations by relevant means. Mediation is an effective mean, helping opponents understand each
other and agree. It can be official when there is a person, officially pursuing mediator’s role, and
unofficial, when the third side helps the sides, participating in conflict to negotiate. Both official
and unofficial mediation is provided similarly, only in official mediation conflict participant roles
are defined more clearly, as well as stages of this process. Most likely the third side will pursue
unofficial mediator’s role when conflict participants will not be able to agree and will ask his/her
help. This is uncompetitive process, when conflicts are solved without violence and litigation. Ajar
sides, with the help of mediator have opportunity to find the way out from the conflict which will
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satisfy everybody. Intermediary is an objective person, leading conflict solution process. He/she is
an expert of detection process, not of problem theme. Conflict decision most often mediated by
social workers, psychotherapists, psychologists, lawyers (Stoškus, 2006).
It‘s important that intermediary person would like and be able to help conflict participants
then, when they need this help. He/she wouldn‘t have selfish interests, that his/her main purpose in
this situation would be help to find decision acceptable to all sides. Mediation‘s success belongs
from that if an intermediary is emphatic, if able to empathize and understand sides which are
participating in the conflict. Mediator’s creativity, ability to penetrate undisclosed possibilities is
very valuable when conflict participants feel powerlessness and hopelessness. It‘s also important
that intermediary would show that he/she appreciates interests of both sides, would let everybody
keep dignity and wouldn‘t assess which conflict participant is right and which is wrong. Conflict
participants have to understand an essence of mediation and agree to participate in this process. To
ensure suitable conflict decision with the help of mediator relevant order and principles are
followed. Scientific literature names most important mediation principles (Noll, 2001; Misevičius,
Urbonienė, 2006; et al.).
Voluntary. Conflict participants can refuse to participate in negotiations at any time and for
any reason, however it is desirable that they would inform why they wish to do that. Maybe cause
of refuse to participate in negotiations can be excluded.
Cooperation. Participants are encouraged to work together, that the problem would be solved
and most suitable agreement would be reached.
Control. Decisions are accepted by participants. Everybody has veto right at any achievable
agreement conditions. Nothing can be enforced.
Confidentiality. This what happening during mediation, can be confidential at the level which
is agreed by participants. Intermediary accepts responsibility not to provide any information to
outside persons without agreement of conflict participants.
Privity. Conflict participants can invoke specialists’ information or look for qualified
consultation, to hire experts, helping to clear important questions, if it is necessary to reach
agreement. In mediation process (meetings) experts wouldn‘t participate, except they would be
required by conflict participants.
Equity and safety. Intermediary has to represent conflict sides equally and can’t be more
riendly to interests or results of some of the sides. He/she must ensure, that sides would agree on
voluntary basis. Some mediation specialists emphasize that intermediary is responsible for support
of conflict participants‘ strength balance, hence mediating he/she can and even must support those,
who need his/her support (Noll, 2001).
Responsibility and satisfaction. Important that conflict participants would accept
responsibility for conflict decision, would feel satisfaction being able to agree and keep self-respect.
All stages are important in mediation process. Scientific literature (Ignatavičienė, Račelytė,
2003) emphasizes main mediation stages.
Purpose of Stage One - both sides wish to negotiate. This stage begins when conflict
participants (usually one side) appeal to intermediate. Intermediate has to show interest and
optimism that it is possible to agree and get both sides agreement, that they will solve conflict
helped by this mediator. During Stage One the decision is made on where, when and at what
conditions will be held further process.
Stage Two – beginning of the meeting. During it safe environment is reached to be created
and provide with hope that conflict will be successfully solved. Intermediary creates most suitable
environment for negotiations, explains process, conditions, describes his/her role, emphasizing
confidentiality, equity, nonintervention into this, what solution will be accepted. Important to
indicate that intermediary first of all will communicate with every conflict side apart; during the
meeting conflicting ones have to behave respectfully. After introductory mediator’s explanation
every side rendered possibility during particular time deploy his/her opinion to the situation. Other
side has to memorize this outgiving and understand it. During this time intermediary can clear out
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the status of conflict participants, how distributed their forces and understand what relates
conflicting sides, about what they are talking positively.
Stage Three - communication. During it participants rendered repetitive possibility to
understand opinion of opponent, and mediator - problematic questions and interests. Intermediary
would adjust active listening method, helping to clear values and interests of conflict participants.
Stage Four – negotiations, which purpose to reach flexibility of participants analyzing conflict
problem. So new conflict solution possibilities occurring probability is increased. Intermediary has
to help conflict participants negotiate in cooperation, clear what negotiation strategies they follow,
reach that both sides would become friendly, understandable, flexible to each another.
Stage Five – end of mediation, when acceptable solution to all conflicting sides is found.
To ensure quality mediation process, it is important to consider not only behavior and
positions of conflicting sides. It‘s especially important that mediating third side would follow basic
mediation provisions.
1. Intermediary don‘t has to give advices, related with conflict decision; at least alternative
suggestions can be submitted; conflicting persons have to behave in such a way, how they
wish themselves, even if their solution would look irrational.
2. Leading conflict person has to remain neutral analyzing conflict circumstances, conflicting
state; if some conflict side reach to attract intermediate to his/her side, it must explain
his/her role: purpose of the third person is not to assess, but reflect situation, which content
belongs from conflicting ones.
3. Mediator’s purpose – to encourage flexibility of conflict participants, to pay attention to one
another‘s opinion, encourage opponents to form their thoughts this way: “On my opinion...";
“I think,..." and so on.
4. When opponents’ thoughts of negative polarity are expressed, to reach recovery of
constructive conversation direction – to encourage conflicting ones to pour their wishes, and
not that what is unwished.
5. Control emotions of conflicting ones: to encourage express them by pro-social ways;
verbalize emotions („I see that it made you very angry, disappointed, injured, made sad and
so on); to be emphatic, reveal inability of conflicting ones to empathize to state of the other.
6. Mediator is recommended sometimes repeate thoughts said by opponents, if necessary
rephrase them and correct if they are relevantly stated. This helps to improve understanding
of conflicting sides.
7. It‘s important to encourage opponents for constructive work reminding them about already
achieved mediate conflict solution results. Mediating in conflict decision, it is necessary to
keep balance between indifference to solved problem and rational emphatic behavior
(Almonaitienė et al., 2005).
So, when conflict escalation stays prolonged, when conflicting sides do not see possibility to
reach independently constructive conflict solution, help of mediator can be invoked. To this
position has to be selected person who is impartial with regard to conflict, competent to quality
leadership for conflict solution process. Such conflict solution way is special because impartial
intermediary can objectively review conflict problems, encourage elimination of negative thoughts
and provisions from problems solution searches. Most often the third sides help is used only if
conflict escalation last longer and negatively influence group activity results or it becomes
impossible to implement objectives reached by its separate members. Mediation is not the only one
mean to decrease conflict escalation expression in group activity.
2.7. Conflict prevention and its importance in the groups of adult students
Scientific research results show that conflict basis is inner discomfort determined by fear for
needs dissatisfaction or frustration, for skipping lower needs (Кошелев, Иванникова, 2007).
Opinion that conflict is result of unrealized needs is propagated in concepts of conflict submitted by
modern-day psychologists - conflictlogists (G. Čiuladienė, 2005).
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With regard to adult studying group activity’s goals and character, it shows up that this type
groups are inherent with not only officially declared group activity related conflicts, but often
arising disagreements of personal character between two or more group members. Personal
character conflict opponents often do not realize real conflict motives and reasons, therefore these
conflicts are solved especially complicatedly. Often there is no concentration to conflict decision,
but stopped at its escalation. In presence of „exterior enemy“, group focuses more, new norms
become stronger in it, which are followed more precisely. Often new leaders occur, more aggressive
than the previous ones, encouraging group to conflict. If adult studying group is still in formation,
without stable structure, during personal conflict escalation tendentious changes of group behavior
order and even structure are possible (Кошелев, Иванникова, 2007).
Group members, while discussing principles, which most of members approve or with which
disagree, make stronger their conflict positions. In this way group polarization is expressed. It is
going in such a way: a person, having heard attitudes and arguments of others and convinced that
others opinions are alike to his/her, understands all that as his/her opinion confirmation and
arguments to his/her use. Besides, conflicting group members as if compete whoe‘s said opinion
will be more categorical. Important group decisions can be deformed and good consensus and
thinking of group members can contravene the reality.
With orientation to conflict escalation in group behavior can form norms, supporting
competition climate, certain provisions, opinions, objectives, behavior ways, which most members
regard as fair. Distrust, reluctance to communicate, following the principle “all or nothing" can
become a tradition as well.
Group competition objectives can occur as well. Group members can compete, looking for the
ways how successfully overcome other conflicting side. Adjusting actions, sharing experience,
common group activity comes effective. A greater concentration exposes itself as well. Sense of
comfort is increasing, i. e. persons by their behavior or way of thinking suit to group norms, and
individual situations analysis comes unimportant, unkept process. So, all energy is directed towards
not primary group activity, but to implement conflict objective.
During conflict escalation process leaders become those who are not looking for ways to
agree, but reflecting anger of group members, having especially negative principles, able to unite
contra-positional forces. They can support group‘s readiness to undertake extreme measurements.
Meanwhile, when in the group there are no escalated conflicts, but constructive action is reached,
group leaders come for personal qualities, allowing systematic work. They are people expressing
main group expectations and corresponding group activity (Кошелев, Иванникова, 2007).
Escalating conflicts in poorly organized people group, new conflicting subgroups usually
occur. Early little communicating more combative group members, having noticed their similarity,
common interests and wishes, start to communicate actively, support each other and plan common
activity. If occurs subgroup, which members are very combative, and purpose of main subgroup –
to overcome conflict opponents, conflict can quickly develops.
Such changes in group arise and stay longer time for various reasons. Confronting objectives
and aggressive behavior with other people can exist long time for social pressure. If group or
subgroup existence is based on conflict situation presence, it can be important to keep conflict.
Aggressive subgroups can stay, because they are useful for their members – for some it renders
desirable status, to others wellbeing or work, to the third ones – sense of life meaning. Conflict can
be very useful for leaders as well, who are wishing to keep his/her position in the group. If leaders
became such because of their fight or because of ability to act successfully in a conflict situation,
can prevent solve conflict or involve into other conflicts.
To ensure constructive implementation of adult studying group activity’s primary objectives,
to support harmonious activity process, it is necessary to avoid changes of the group discussed
above, which are assessed as factors of destructive characters. Its possible to perform emphasizing
importance of cultural participation in group activity and following of communication norms with
the people round, and, if necessary, providing help of the third side in conflict decision. Adult
studying group activity’s objectives are not only provide possibility for group members to acquire
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new capacities of professional character, or to deep already available ones, but to expand social
capacity as well - to improve abilities to communicate and cooperate with colleagues, to increase
skills and master of social behavior, which is determining personality responsibility for pursued
work quality, performance of social roles, behavior in conflict situations.
Following provision, that conflict is inseparable part of modern public life in activities of
adult studying group this phenomenon is met constantly. It’s important that persons, who are
tutoring adult studying group activity and students themselves would be able to manage conflict, to
direct its process not by direction of escalation or destructive solution, but would reach goodwill
cooperation of conflict opponents – constructive conflict solution. This helps to reveal and improve
interpersonal relations, to reach effectively group objectives which are raised to the group.
Ability to find optimal situation decision is regarded as most important sign of leadership
competence, which is named as ability to keep potential activity’s opposites productive ones.
Scientific literature (Хасан, 2003) indicates that this competence is one of components of
communication competence constituents. Two levels of conflict competence are excluded - ability
to perceive conflict signs, analyze contraposition and ability to regulate it; ability to project
conflicts trying to reach task activity’s results and construct them in certain interactions (Хасан,
2003).
As one of conflict prevention ways is named group members direction not towards conflict,
but towards the way of competition action in group activity. Though conflict and competition’s
behavior models are similar, both are characteristic with inappropriate perception of group members
and forming of “because they“ opinion, the differences are observed as well – advantages of
competition’s behavior models. Conflicts are characteristic with opponent hostility, and during
competition objectives of matching sides are observed; hostile and communicative behavior is
typical for competition. Different than conflicts, competitive behavior is based on social behavior
norms, describing competition boundaries, and this allow to hope most positive activity results for
all competitive sides or greater system (Dinsmanas, 2007).
It‘s important that adult studying group members would follow common, cultural
communication and cooperation norms and rules. This is reached improving competences of group
members‘ conflict control. Scientific literature (Gillingan, 2002; Grižibauskienė, 2002;
Almonaitienė et al, 2005 and others) emphasizes self-correction possibilities in pre-conflict
situations. Following the provision that conflict is not occurring suddenly, and pre-conflict
situations are formed expressing inadequacies between behavior models used by separate
individuals and raised expectations, requirements; its important to notice timely that emotional
tension is growing (mime, gesticulation, is changed, face gains a color, talking rate and timbre
changes). In such situation it is recommended to „return” immediately to normal interaction of
intercommunion:

To make a joke, to change a conversation theme;

to submit, if this is not important;

to postpone problem decision (when emotions will quiet down).
When dissatisfaction in interpersonal relations is formed by false dissension, but absence of
opponent’s thoughts, behavior motives, circumstances understanding, it is necessary to
constructively clear out essential opinion differences. If opponent is really wrong, often there is no
necessity to prove him/her. If positive communication and cooperation is not possible without
opinions unification, it is recommended not to do it publicly, so improving psychological climate of
situation, increasing probability of socially acceptable opponent’s reaction rise.
Almonaitienė et al. (2005), Хасан (2003) suggest to remember that conflict level is affected
by every person’s state of mind. It is influenced by fatigue, physiological state of body, social
circumstances, experienced frustrations, stress level, sometimes even weather conditions. So, when
pre-conflict situations are approaching it is important that person (persons), experiencing frustration
would evaluate his/her state, would react as objectively as possible in maturing conflict situation, to
stop timely. Negative emotions, arising when the situation is changing unexpectedly, provoke
conflict.
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Suitable participation in pre-conflict situation needs feeling of empathy, ability to review
arising problems. Кошелев, Иванникова (2007) indicate, that honest interest in person’s problem,
smile can prevent conflict as well. Understanding of potential conflict opponent, goodwill towards
him/her is forming positive feedback reaction. Positive influence can also have reserved raillery,
increasing probability of tension level decrease.
Almonaitienė et al. (2005) indicates, how to affect opponent’s behavior, wishing to keep
constructive situation process:

waive from surrounding impossible – that what they are not able to do, what will not
be able to perform, or fully do not wish to do (such requirements inevitably provoke conflict);

perceive that changes in person behavior models is a long-term process (important to
reach that the very person would like to change, that he/her understand, that this change is most
needed to him/her itself, not to others);

not advisable to start solve complicated problems, if communication partner is edgy,
tired, aggressively minded;

in presence of need to solve several complicated problems, its recommended to start
from most simple one, moving to the complex ones over and over;

it is advisable to pay attention not only to potential conflict opponent’s poured
thoughts, but to non-verbal behavior (mime, gestures, body movements, voice qualities etc. renders
possibility to identify situation, its factors more precisely).
Quite often conflicting ones error - not only critique of opponent’s position, but his/her
personality attack as well. Defending one’s interests, it would be advisable to show opponent, that
reaching to understand his/her position is present as well (Almonaitienė et al., 2005).
In summary it is possibly to state that conflicts are situations of potentially negative character,
which in regard to participating individuals’ motives, other characteristics of personal character and
social competence level are solved constructively or destructively, escalated. Unconstructively
solved dysfunctional conflicts are significant with destructive results with regard to groups or
organizations. Uncontrolled opposition rise dissatisfaction, which destroys common groups’
connections and can kill it. Dysfunctional conflicts decrease group’s effectiveness, complicate
communication, decreases group harmony, and internal disagreements of group members shade its
common goals. At worst conflict can stop groups’ functioning and inflict threat for its survival.
Trying to ensure full-rate adult student group functioning it is necessary to apply conflict
prevention, prevention measurements. Its development of studying adult group members’ social
competence, encouragement of full-rate communication culture, knowledge of conflict as a
phenomenon, its structure perception, knowledge of solution strategies, ability to manage conflict
situations.
2.8. Ways of conflict solution
Most organizations solve conflicts in their own ways, but the main way – conflict kill. Conflict
kill is not a right way to conflict decision. To solve conflict successfully it is necessary to clear what
is a conflict and analyze conflict solution ways. According to Lakis (2008), conflict solution is one
of ways to end intercommunion crash by efforts of participants themselves or by applying to the
third side. It is a whole of reactions and actions, which were undertaken by participants who were
reaching their objectives. Solution is possible by agreement of sides, as well by intrusion of stronger
side his/her will to the weaker one or by interruption of the third side which has obligations.
V. Damašienė (2002) states that conflicts often unpleasantly surprise managers. To exclude
discord as soon as possible and effectively, some important principles would be followed.
First, it is necessary to get familiar with conflict, to understand it, discuss, and only after that
interrupt and solve it. At any way not vice versa, as it happens most often. It is necessary to find
rational opinion, to make clear, where the dispute essence, reasons are residing (Damašienė, 2002,
p. 143)
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Most important is mutual interest, efforts and wish to solve disagreement to the end. If this is
absent and both sides are trying to prolong conflict, then the employer or manager must personally
act with the “power“ which is provided to him/her. (Damašienė, 2002, p. 143)
Equity and objectivity. If you will undertake role of „peace judge“, please understand this: first,
take position of impartial and objective judge. Solution and consequences belong from you, from
that how you will deal with this ungrateful and unpleasant role, how by your actions you will reach
end, which will be successful and useful to all. Always start to solve conflict after rest. From the
very beginning prevent unpleasant atmosphere, scoldings, internecine injuries and hostility. To the
stormy atmosphere please react quietly and peacefully. Agree with conflict participants, that both
sides would simply take part. (Damašienė, 2002, p. 143)
It’s important to clear dispute essence – why it rose, what was the main reason. Both sides
participating in the conflict would suggest his/her constructive decision. It can be talk about
forgiveness, compromises. It is important to create an environment for open conversation, trying to
reveal conflict essence, to find decision which would be acceptable and satisfying for both sides.
Every side would try to find common way out and mutual use. (Damašienė, 2002, p. 143)
Don’t bias from controversial question. Don’t refresh and don’t recall old conflicts, although
primary reason could be lurked especially here. Do not involve into decision outside persons
(relatives and so on), because induced uproar will not give use nor to decision, neither to an
enterprise. Regard to inner principles of participants as well. Many disputes basis – internal
personal inclinationsi and limitations: self-doubt, fear, feeling of harm, antipathy. (Damašienė,
2002, p. 143)
Conflict participant can variously accept suggested decision. Ideal, when he/she identifies
oneself with the final decision and follows accepted conclusions. Most often decision is objected
but it is accepted only with the purpose that conditional serenity and peace would settle. However,
in this case one starts to express open dissatisfaction. Then strict measurements have to be
undertaken. (Damašienė, 2002, p. 143)
Agreement or record. We end conflict by its final decision, accepting agreement and both sides
promise to cooperate, implementing accepted measurements. If you will success to calm down both
sides, fully solve conflict and end „an event“, you would consider it as a personal and enterprise’s
success. (Damašienė, 2002, p. 143 – 144)
If conflict is greater and long-termed, hear both sides separately and later make short common
record. Fix it fully open, officially, that both sides would see that later they can’t talk or state
whatever they want. (Damašienė, 2002, p. 144)
All life we are accompanied by devoted and inseparable satellites – conflicts. They are
undivided part of life. There are no intercommunion relations without conflicts. (Damašienė, 2002,
p. 144)
Differences of world-views, opinions and positions are common phenomena in any social group
(for example, in family, marriage, sport command, workers collective). Different opinions and
decisions methods, exchange of opinions and disputes between individual workers not necessary
can have only negative consequences. On the contrary, they can have encouraging influence,
however, they wouldn’t grow into negative relations, ineffective and useless to the enterprise
discord. Any person coming to an enterprise accepts some role which is necessary to the
organization. Therefore it is leader’s duty by harmonious control successfully solve conflict
situations. (Damašienė, 2002, p. 144)
D. Antinienė, N. Ausmanienė et al. (2005) state that conflict solution ways can be the
following:

direct;

indirect.
Solving conflict directly, usually participate both conflicting sides, and sometimes the third,
impartial person, as well. He/she can feel, accept responsibility for conflict solution quality.
However, it’s quite hard to find such neutral person, much more such who are ready to support one
or other side. (Antinienė D. et al. 2005, p. 252)
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There are several indirect conflict solution ways:

feelings pouring principle: do not get under person’s feelings “on fire”,
do not interrupt, let him/her pout out. If he/she respects himself/herself, maybe in a short
while hie/her negative feelings to the “opponent” will change to the positive ones:
“Maybe this is too much... After all he/she has fair qualities...”;

“position exchange” principle. This is universal conflict decrease way,
suitable in family, at work, and in student group as well: conflicting ones are asked to
“reincarnate”, exchange positions and defend already opponent position. This way is
very effective, although hard;

“aggression denudation” principle – advisable to make conflicting sides
meet that they discuss, play, go in for sports and so on;

“opponent’s enforced listening” principle. Conflicting sides usually
poorly hear his/her “opponent”, mostly we only fix intonation, because we are preparing
for his/her “crushing” remarks. Psychologist taking part in the conflict or other
authoritative person at any time can stop the dispute and, before reply, ask to repeat just
heard “opponent’s” fend. Then opponents not only will hear each other, but will learnd
to listen to his/her own words;

raillery principle. If conflict is not rooted, it is worth it to laugh
everything off: attention is directed to the different direction, everybody distracts and
relaxes. (Antinienė, D., and kt, 2005, p. 252 - 253)
Accordingly to R. Želvys (2001) conflicting sides need seven steps plan:
 Clear to yourself, what you wish. Sometimes it is quite simple, and sometimes it
fells to puzzle brains. When we don’t know well what we want, it is hard to hope
that our wishes will be understood by the second conflicting side;
 Pour his/her wishes to other side. It is very important to select a suitable place
and time. If you or your opponent is peeved, tired or bussy, it’s better to wait
some time. Your wishes do not have sound as accusations;
 Listen to other side’s wishes. The best is to listen without interruption, criticism
and starting early discussions;
 Look for possible decisions. Important that decisions would be suggested by
both sides and that they would be as many as possible. Do not hasten to assess
possible decisions: first of all make sure is all options were poured;
 Evaluate possible decisions and choose the best. It is no need to hasten too early
rejection of possible versions – possibly on closer examination exactly them will
appear as most suitable;
 Implement chosen decision. Now its high time to ensure either it really was the
best and if it really satisfied both sides;
 Forward check chosen solution availibility. It is not necessary to think that
decisions, let selected relevantly, are eternal. Advantages of some decisions
eventually only more show up its advantages, and others become ineffective,
therefore it is necessary to review them time after time.
Possibilities and ways to solve communication problems and conflicts. L. Jovaiša (2002, 199
p.) wrote - „Why communication needs to be improved? The answer is simple: it never was perfect.
Besides, modern-day communication crisis is significant, occurring from historical, economical,
social reasons". Therefore improvement of people’s relations, development of communication
abilities improves communication in social environment.
Communication abilities – enough wide concept, involving reasoned talking, listening, other
person’s knowing, conflict solution, negotiation (objective dispute) and other skills.
Communication, as meaningful interaction between two or more people, is naturally going in ant
group of people, therefore, as it seems, communication abilities wouldn’t be educated especially
(Želvys, 1995). However, it is not so. Certain knowledge and possibilities to apply them are
necessary, analyze his/her own and others communication experience and learn from it.
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Solving any problem it is always important deeply, comprehensively consider, to foresee and
forecast consequences. Sometimes it is necessary to get deep not into problem, but into environment,
circumstances, which are present at that time: time, situation, inner state, etc. Looking for better
problem solution way it is very important to get deeper into oneself as well, to imagine oneself in
other person’s situation and think what relevant action should be undertaken or choose necessary
words, suggest one’s help. When everybody focuses on respect and support, the thoughts
concentrate, helping to create positive environment. It is very important to listen and to keep one’s
ear open to other person’s opinion, to learn from past errors and look for and find new ways and
measurements of conflict management.
Conflicts are part of everyday life, work, and learning. Every person sometimes falls to hit the
complicated communication situations. To solve intercommunication conflicts successfully, many
knowledge and skills are necessary. However, communication is impossible without conflicts. The
conflict of itself is no wrong. The essence consist of conflict character – either it is productive or
destructive. As psychologists state, destructive conflict is orientated not to problem decision, but to
opponent destruction. Because conflicts are inevitable in personality becoming process, therefore it
is necessary to look for positive their solution ways, trying to decrease their negative influence as to
the personality, as to group activity quality (Gumuliauskienė, 2007).
It is stated (Fullan, 2004), that most difficult object is to reach changes in workers and
work culture, achieving more active communication and cooperation of workers and other possible
partners. The same source states that conflicts are inevitable part of these changes. On the other
side, new behavior is necessary to be learned. Creating command, it is necessary to involve all
organization. Workers’ interpersonal relations, development of communication abilities has to be
performed thoughtfully. When enough time is imposed on changes in workers and work culture,
probability of organization success increases. Common vision, covering all opinions, ensures
workers agreement and guarantee advance. It is emphasized that tension is part of communication,
cooperation and their development is encouraged by four important conditions, i.e. reach of certain
common organization assets. First, appreciation of learning, assessment of mutual dependence and
command work, assessment of individual person, assessment of readiness to achieve a compromise.
Second, meetings, allocated for decision acceptance and cooperation, partnership of workers or
team, commands’ projects. Third, resources: involvement, time, people, materials. Fourth,
management (Fullan, 2004). On the other side, it is necessary, that workers would clearly obligate
for common moral objective – to educate not only purpose and vision of independent learning
activity, but to be able to actively communicate, cooperate, avoid danger of supposed partnership
and work productively with others, self-educate habits and skills of constant interest, to know, that
conflict is inevitable, that relations between individual and collective are full of dynamic tension.
Therefore workers as individualities have to educate personal abilities to changes, because in the
course of time they become members of new groups over and over.
It is noticeable (Fullan, 2004) that cooperation process of all changes is hardest to be
comprehended. It is not unconsciously perfect; it doesn’t mean agreement; it doesn’t mean that
essential disagreements are not possible; it doesn’t mean that individual have to obey to the will of
the majority. Acceptance of false decisions is most often encouraged not by conflict, but shallow
agreement (Misevičius, 2003). Disagreements start when spirit of loyalty prevails in the group,
encouraging indifference or even hostility for others between groups. Cooperation is common
creation process: two or more individuals, having complementary full-skills act together creating
common understanding, which no one of them didn’t have before and wouldn’t be able to reach
independently. (Teresevičienė et al., 2003). Every partner wishing to collaborate has to be ready to
change his/her own culture, relations. Common work can create conditions of harmony,
coordination and perseverance – it is necessary as for development of individual worker, as for
organization. Both partners have to try cooperation – to create new structures, respect to culture of
each other and use common experience for problem solution. Conflict, when different opinions
cross openly, is not only inevitable, but valuable matter of life, work, and study as well. It helps to
ensure, that different possibilities will be considered. And rejection to conflict can show reluctance
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to accept responsibility, lack of interest or dull thinking. So many conflicts have as rational, as
emotional elements and their spectrum is very wide - from interests to personal conflict.
Intercommunication conflicts are among most often arising between two people, when at least
one of them is angry, feels hard or hostile-minded in regard with the other. However, hostility has
to be managed: it is essential way to solve the conflict. Success of conflict conclusion has to be
measured by that how sides, which participated in the conflict, are able to work together, and not by
that either they like each other or not, and sometimes such conflict can be useful for organization.
Essence of conflict conclusion is what and how is discussed in conflict situation, and interior status
of the participants as well. It’s not enough to understand conflict origin, inner mechanism of its
occurrence and development. It is much more important to exclude interpersonal conflicts and their
negative influence to the environment of work, study (Joyce et al., 2007).
When situation with incompatible objectives occurs, measurements are undertaken, that the
conflict wouldn’t happen. One of first conflict control steps is feeling pouring. Suitable ways to pour
negative emotions is to launch sport contest, competition, games. After saying everything, pouring
emotions, the person will talk easier, wishful and will accept decision. To improve conflicting
situation it is always necessary to know conflict reason. Every person is distinctive and has right to
individual opinion, he/she has right to pour his/her dissatisfactions. Leader’s or colleague’s suitable
notice, praise or encouragement will positively affect person, who can feel hard. Conflicts would
decrease, if the atmosphere would be calm and friendly (Lekavičienė, 2005). To reach better conflict
decision, the trainings are necessary in the organization, during which workers would learn to identify
timely arising conflicts and relevantly solve them.
Positive conflict functions support and help to keep balance in organization. During conflict
the old organization structure is changed, created new, effective ways of functioning. This helps
organization to adjust to constantly changing activity conditions. Ability to manage conflicts is a
basis, therefore organization is dependent on qualities of people, who are working in the
organization and their intercommunion interactions. All people are personalities, but working
together they depend on each other. They are of different ideological, political, religious beliefs,
different education and calibre, their social family status is different. All have preconceptions,
certain creeds, value orientations (Seilius, 1997) .For these reasons everybody is unique in his/her
assessments and outlook and has right to mistake, to meet good and bad in their own way.
J. Kasiulis, V. Barvydienė (2001) state that in order that organization would be harmonious, be
able to act together and communicate, cooperate, the compatibility is necessary. They exclude the
following levels of compatibility:
1. Functional compatibility: conformity according to age, anthropometric data
(height...), physical stay and so on
2. Psychophysiological compatibility: conformity according to reaction speed, rate
of movements, rate of information processing, etc.
3. Psychological compatibility: conformity according to temperaments, ways of
emotional expression, assessment of situations and so on
4. Social-psychological compatibility: conformity of objectives, interests, assets and
so on.
On opinion of these authors, social-psychological compatibility of people is most important.
Selecting people for common work, the attention is paid to such qualities as need to dominate,
introversion and extroversion, aggression, surrender and so on (personality type, temperament and so
on). Other “layer” is value orientations, individual personal objectives, positions, and opinion to
other people and to group work. Positivity has to be especially emphasized - successfully work in the
group these, who look positively to others, are confident in them, think, that others can also submit
valuable ideas and relevantly perform jobs.
The leaders are solving problems and conflict situations in organization and from their
ability to perform it belongs organization success and destinies of people working in it. Leader in
everyday organization activity has to recognize, “feel” situation, to evaluate it and accept suitable
decision. The leader often has to look for new way of solution resloving old, known to everybody
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problem, therefore he/she needs different, new opinion, which would help to understand objectively
most inevitable and unpredictable communication problems. Therefore solving even uncomplicated
communication problems confidence, intuition and experience are necessary, which are acquired by
the leader in activity and relations with workers. Lack of self-confidence raise suspicion and
therefore people misuse information, deform it and destroy possibility to unfold forward spread of
knowledge and create innovations. When the problem is solved, the lack of information never
occurs (Tapinienė, 2006).
Solving communication problems collective opinion and considerations are no less important,
because what can’t be said or noticed by one, can be said by the colleague. Getting interested in the
problem the worker feels different feelings over and over, therefore he/she starts to accumulate
information and analyze it. Other persons notices make every person assess more accurate the
submitted information. Collective communication encourages great self-confidence and trusting
relations. People feel that the organization needs them and start to trust themselves more, work
satisfaction grows. Information gathered during communication becomes more comprehensive, and
conclusions precise (Kasiulis et al., 2001).
Development of communication abilities can help to restore psychological balance, to return
state, which is favourable to workers activity, creation and communication. On the other side,
development of self-confidence, self-respect, pro-social assets can facilitate communication. Basis of
good relations with other is positive opinion towards oneself. Only those who help and cooperate can
receive positive evaluation of the people round about. Essential method of communication
improvement is person’s involvement into productive communication. The necessary conditions
have to be arranged, that persons would like to communicate, to act together. Therefore it’s
important to consider their pleasures, experience, interests, expectations (Jovaiša, 2002). On the
contrary, those, who are negatively squint-eyed against others, are suspicious, irritated, critical, and
not going to help, often become loners, they are eluded from communication. Goodwill, confidence,
respect to freedom of other person’s self-determination, ability to tolerate different opinion,
conscious intention to put efforts for the sake of better intercommunion relations are these angular
stones, without which creation of meaningful, stable and effective communication style with the
surroundings will fail (Almonaitienė, 2005).
Successful communication is such communication, which is not preventing free expression
and growth of personality, which allows to all participants of communication process satisfy their
needs and reach goals at their best.
Communicating person becomes a personality. Without communication it’s impossible to
imagine the very person, itself because only in communication all human traits form, as following:
valuables, ideals, feelings, emotions, character qualities, and behavior. Communication is
complicated activity, which is necessary to be learned all life, because it has many laws, which are
necessary to be learned, rules, which are necessary to be followed consciously.
In summary we can state, that communication greatly belongs from leader’s personality,
his/her management style and ability to communicate with inferiors. Individual, born qualities and
acquired personality qualities have influence to communication inside organization. Conflicts raise
objective and subjective reasons, which render possibility of positive organization changes and
improve intercommunion relations, develop communication, cooperation abilities. While solving
communication problems and conflicts, it is necessary to look deep into the circumstances, to look at
situation flexibly, accept compromises. Development of communication abilities help to restore
psychological microclimate of the group and disclose person as a personality.
2.9. Conflict consequences
Conflict consequences, subject to means of conflict solution. Having determined possible
conflict solution ways, we have to solve one of main tasks: to determine conflict consequences.
According to A. Sakalas and V. Šilingienė (2000), it seems that early analysis of consequences
is not very important, however, it really can have quite effective influence. Often real name of
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possible negative consequences serves as cold shower. It makes sides, which are participating in the
conflict, view all situation more responsibly. Dysfunctional and functional conflict consequences
are excluded (Table 6)
Table 6. Conflict consequences
Dysfunctional conflict consequences.
Functional conflict consequences
 problem can be solved in such a way, that solution  organization members dissatisfaction, bad mood,
would satisfy all conflict sides, then all conflict decreasing degree of cooperation between conflict sides;
participants would think, that they personally contributed  strong devotion to his/her group, division and arising
into its solution;
from this unproductive competition with other groups;
 hostile sides can be tended to cooperate in the future  imagination that other side is „eternal enemy“, therefore
(transition from antagonism to the cooperation);
own objectives are assessed as positive, and other sides –
 conflict can encourage obedience syndrome, when as negative;
inferiors are not pouring ideas, which, by their belief, are  change of emphasis. More attention is paid not to the
opposing leader’s opinion. This prevents acceptance of solution of problem, which inflicted the conflict, but to
quality decisions;
„the victory“;
 diminish or totally excluded hardships, implementing  group interests will get stronger and needless
accepted decision;
confrontation will increase;
 will decrease influence of so-called uniformity  cooperation will decrease in the future;
(groupthink) in the group;
 hostility to the other side will increase.
Source: Guščinskienė, J. (2002), Sakalas, A., Šilingienė, V.( 2000), Targamadzė, V. (2006)

So, conflict is a good opportunity, however very often stays unused. The longer is its durability,
the harder is its management and regulation. Therefore it is very important to know and be able to
manage effectively conflicts, using their positive potential and neutralizing its negative
consequences. (Sakalas and Šilingienė, 2000, p. 161)
Table 7. Desirable conflict control consequences
Consequences
Justice

Thirds sides
To set better rules and procedures.

Satisfaction

To reach fully acceptable decision

Effectiveness

To improve relations
To prevent repetition
To teach sides in the future to
manage conflicts
To learn from past conflict
To create implementable decision
To find pragmatic decision
To change work structure
To reach quality decision
To solve conflict timely
Minimize expenditure and
relevantly use resources

Effectiveness

Participants
Submit example, to create procedure
To get impartial opinion
To keep discussion privacy / to make
discussion public
To get confirmation (defense,
rehabilitation)
Minimize / maximize compensation
To improve relations

Solve conflict timely
Source: Račelytė, D.( 2009)

Accordingly to R. Želvys (2007) when conflict is raised between two or more people, possible
several versions of conflict end:
 One side wins, the other – loses. Some conflicts are solved following the principle “or – or”.
The authority, power or occupied position can be used. Conflict solution according to the
principle “or – or” sometimes can be the only possible way, because the wishes of only one
of conflicting sides can be satisfied. However, needless to think that such type conflicts
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occur very often. Sometimes only from the first sight seems that one side has to lose
necessarily.
 Both sides lose. Though this version is unlikely to anyone, this is, unfortunately, not so rare
conflict solution way. In this case both sides agree to at least partly refuse desired
objectives. Sometimes this is really the best of all possible cases, however, quite often both
sides have possibilities to reach much more useful agreement and lose much less or refuse.
 Both sides win. In this case main task of conflicting ones is to find decision, which would
satisfy both sides.
It is a theory that conflict consequences are positive and negative. Effectively managed
conflicts can be useful for organization. They can help to clear disagreements, opinion differences,
to reach wished objective, but it is necessary to remember that negative consequences of conflict
have an advantage over positive consequences.
Summarizing all scientific literature analysis, we can state, that conflict control is one of
integrate parts of organization. Conflicts in organization are an often phenomenon. To manage
organization successfully, it is necessary to manage conflicts successfully, because most often they
arise for differences in resources, objectives, task distribution, assets and opinions of workers.
Independent work tasks
1. Create dialogue, in which would reflect emotions submitted in pictures.

Discussion questions
1. Which proposition, on your opinion, is defining conflict the best?
 During conflict inevitably pursued hidden or open hostile actions.
 This is exclusively negative phenomenon.
 This is opposite objectives, interests, positions, opinions or crash of opinions, serious
disagreements, during which a person is occupied by unpleasant feelings or experience.
 This is natural element of all groups activities.
 This is stimulus of changes and advance.
2. How do you act in conflict situation maturation in adult student group?
 Join the conflicting ones.
 Stay aside.
 Suggest conflicting ones to forget disagreements and reach group objectives.
 Strive impartially help to solve conflict.
 Try to help to this conflict side which I consider as right.
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Mediate report tasks
1. Choose suitable for you situation versions. Reason your choice.
Situation 1. Master didn’t want to work that day declared to the leader of division that device is
broken and, having left the device, left for home. He did it for the first time. How would you behave,
if you would be a leader?
 Believe what master says.
 Ask administration to mulct the master.
 Call the mechanical master and prove that the device isn’t broken, and later ask
administration to mulct the master.
 Having evidence and ensured that device wasn’t broken, find a new master and charge him
with the continuing and ending the work.
Situation 2. State enterprise’s director assigned senior specialists: economist, mechanic and
engineer during three months prepare project of management organizational structure
improvement project in a written way. No one of these specialists was assigned as a responsible
person (group leader). After appointed period of time the project wasn’t prepared. How would
behave the director (you)?
 Undertakes project preparation by himself/herself (myself).
 Mulcts all four senior specialists, determines new project production date and assigns one of
them as responsible for task implementation.
 Assigns one responsible specialist and order him/her to organize work, d. mulcts nobody,
only constitute a new group to prepare the project.
3 situation. The holiday. Being on holiday enterprise’s specialist is going to travel with family
outdoors by car. Meanwhile enterprise keeper informs that in one locked enterprise room smoke is
felt, where, as he thinks, the fire can occur. What is doing the specialist?
 Advices to find his replacement during the holiday.
 Advices to call the firehouse.
 After having postponed the trip races to the room where the smoke is felt.
 Having explained that he is no the holiday gets into the car and rides away.
4. situation. Due to intelligence of P. Jonaičio of no reputation, who has been punished several
times, an enterprise success to avoid a fair amount of loss. You are a leader of an enterprise. How
do you behave?
 Simulate not knowing anything about this.
 Take care that Jonaitis would be awarded with a prize. Ask accountancy to pay the prize to
him without publicity.
 In workers’ meeting say thank you to P. Jonaitis for his care by enterprise property, express
joy that due to his intelligent a great amount of loss was avoided and award prize by
yourself,
 By awarding the prize remind Jonaitis his previous crimes.
2. Write an essay on the topic below (choose 1 topic). Essay volume is 8-10 pages, fount 12,
interval 1,5.
1. Communication barriers and their removal.
2. Emotional intelligence control in interpersonal communication.
3. Aspects of emotional communication
4. Emotional communication
5. Communication with aged people.
6. Conflict reasons in organization
7. Conflict solution in homogenous groups.
8. Communication ways with „heavily“ communicating people
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9. Emotional expression during conflict
10. Communication importance in andragogy activities
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